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FREE BOULDER Wlji!KENP: Tow my VW Van
froin Truth or Consequences to Boulder and [. will
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housing, meals, and hospitali~y.
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YAMAHA CR-1000, Bose 901 series III speakers plus
equalizer, qnd AKAI 6300 10. inch ree·l to reel tape_
deck for just $1000, Contact Brian at 26Sw8478 and
t.fn
leayc message,

8;

pay your round-trip expenses and provide you with

CONTACTS???

can (303) 494-5360

POLISHING &

~a.sey Optical Company. 255-8736

04/13
SOLUTIONS.
·
tfn

ACCURATE INFORMATION ABOUT contraception, sterilization, abortion. Right to Choose,
294-0171.
04/28
HOW LONG CAN IT GO ON?11? Natural Sound
Records and Tapes storewide sale is now in its third
month--the longest sale in the history of New Mexico.
AIJ6.98 list LP's are 3.99, all 7;98 list LP's are 4.89.
Higher list LP's and .all tapes, 1.00 off regular price.

Natural Sound has a h1rge stock of used records and
tapes which are guaranteed against defects, priced at
1,99 up, Bring down your unwanted records and
tapes and trade for cash or new music, Natural Sound
Records & Tapes, 119 Harvard SE, (across from
Hippo Ice Cream), and8019-A Menaul NE.
04/14
GENERAL CINEMA CORP. discount movie tickeH
now available, SUB Box Office, $2.50.
tfn
1ST ANNUAL EVERYTHING must go spring sale-all pipes, tobacco's, paraphernalia, imported
cigarettes, celestial teas, rainbows, incense,
everything up to 40 per cent off at Pipe & Tobacco
Road, 107B Cornel( SE 1 across from UNM, M-F
8:30-6:00, Sat. -i0-5. (Expecting a tax refund? One
dollar puts any pipe on layaway!)
04/10
HAIR-AUDITIONS-SUNDAY 4/9 12:00-7:00 pm
and Monday 4/10 6:30-10:00 pm, 142 E. DeVargas,
Santa Fe. Come and/or ca11983-6644 E-:IAIR. 04/10
GAYS/LESBIAN$; WEAR blue-jeans on April 14
and demonstrate gay pride. Call 268-9240. for information.
04/14
CHAPARRAL TRY-OUTS BEGIN Mond.ay, April
lOth thru Apri[l5th. Meet in Johnson Gymat4:30 by
trophy case.
04/11
STEVE MYER, MARIO ORTIZ-Vote the veterans
for ASUNM senate.
04/12
FOU~ MORE ISSUES Gallagher, and kiss my royitl'
Irish!
04/10
GALLAGHER: LAME DUCK editors never die,
04/11
they get jumped to page six.
MAKE THE SENATE responsible to the students!
Vote NO on ALL ASUNM budget allocations! 04/12
FREE PUPPY. 9 week old female shepherd cross-04/11
call 247·2034 or 243-7123.
HYPERBARIC CHAMBER TOUR!! Scuba Club
members if you plan on going, place name in message
04/12
envelope, Scuba Office before 4/14/78.
HATS! HATS! HATS! Make your own and get a
prize at La Posada's Mad Hatter's Contest, Aprill2,
at 6 pm in dining hall. For information, call Mrs.
04/11
Compton at 277-54lS.
STUDY IN ECUADOR, UNM's Andean Center,
application deadline April 17. Contact Ortega 229,
277-2636.
04/14
MARY SCHWERING--LET'S forget about summer
school and fly to E11gland. Shall we meet at Piccadilly
Circus or would you prcferSoho? Freddie Laker, Jr.
04/14
SAVE MONEY! 10 speed tune-up: S9.SO plus parts.
Personal service, expert repairs, low prices. Tire and
tube sale in progress thru 22 April. Richmond Bicycle
Supply, 102 RichmondNE, 266-1611. Kevin. 04/14
CLASSICAL GUITAR LESSONS Segovia method.
04/14
Beginners welcome. Near UNM. 266-9291.
THE UNM BALLROOM Dance Club is sponsoring a
Spring F'ormal April14, 1978-·8·11 pm. Featuring the
music of the Four Keys and exhibitions by members
of the Ballroom Club. Sl .SO for members. $3.00 for
nc;m-members. In the UNM Main Ballroom. There
will be door prizes and refreshments served.
04/14
UNM BOOKSTORE SALE now in progress. 04/14
SPECIAL DRINK PRICES during happy hour at
Ned':;, Extra Special Drink prices during Very Happy
Hour at Ned's.
04/1 1
"HONOR JS A MISNOMER." THE WAGER starts
04/11
Apri!21.
INFORMED INDIVIDUALS WHO take a tough
stand on the real isstJes.--Vote COALITION. 04/11
TCH ON ASUNM! Pd for by EO.
04/11
ABILITY, INTEGRITY, MATURITY-elect Mimi
Swanson ASUNM president April12. p/b tch. 04/11
M.S.: HE HAD a certain naive charm, but no real
muscle! R.C.
04/11
GOT A SUMMER JOB YET'! Summer job in·
tervicws in Mitchell Hall 214 Today, 4-H-78, 4:00
and 7:00 sharp.
04/11
D.O.C. (DISABLED ON CAMPUS) endorses Ann
Dunphy for ASUNM President.
04/12
WE DESERVE A VOICE iA student government.
Vote Walt Locke for ASUNM Senator.
04/il
NOSEY FLYNN K.M.R.l.A.
04111
HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO The World Champion
Pool Player, Ron CJaghorn, a big 21.
04/11

10 SPEED ''ASTRA'' Bicycle lYz years old-excellent condition--plus extras, $65, Call Earl 268. 9949.
04/10

LOST & FOUND

FIND YOURSELF in the Peace Corps, Ortega 233,
277~59p7.

55

FOUND: LEVI JACKET, near Art Dept. Office.
Identify and claim in Art Dept. Rm, 204,
04/12
FOUND: POCKET CALCULATOR IN UNM Kiva
classroom, two weeks ago. Jdenti_fy. 277.·4034. 04/12
REWARD!! SMALL, BLACK, pregnant (1) Terrier,
lost from Zi_mmerman during Spring-break, 281·5817,
04/12
FOUND: POCKET CALCULATOR. Identify, K;m,
04/10
881-1258.
BLACK LEATHER WALLET taken fr.om black
purse at Taco Villa, Please! Return to mailing address
or leave at Marron Hall Rm. 105. No questions
04/14
asked!

3.

SERVICES

LSAT·MCAT REVIEW COURSES. Prepare Now.
Call PENM 842-5200,
tfn

QA TYPING SERVICE. A complete typing and
editorial system. Technical, general, legal, medical,
04/29
scholastic. Char(Ji & tables. 345-2125.
KINKO'S TYPING SERVICE (IBM selectric) and
now 3-minutc. Passport Photos. No appointment.
268-8515.
tfn
TYPING 1ST QUALITY. 883-7787.
tfn
ROTOTILLING BY APPOINTMENT. Group rates
04/28
available. Call Tim, 268·6510,
EDITORIAL SERVICE AND writing assistance.
265-1164.
04/10
TYPING·· CALL266.()142.
04/14
NEED HELP WITH Papers? Typing, editing,
revision, research. 21H-3001.
04/10
ACCURATE TYPING BY professional, 242-2266.
04/21
TYPING EXPERIENCED. MANUSCRIPTS,
appraisals, bulletins, engineering, legal, medical, Call
266-4770.
04/14

4.

HOUSING

FURNISHED EFF!Cl ENCY, UTILITIES paid. 1710
04/10
CoalP.l. SE. Call898-1254.
ROOMY I·BDRM FURNISHED apartment, utilities
. 04/10
paid. 116 Harvard SE. Call898·1254.
FOR SALE OR RENT immediate occupancy, 1974
14 X 65 Town and Country mobile home. 2 bedroom,
1 J/4 baths, fully carpeted. 898-7171.
04/13
FEMALE, NON-SMOKER, WANTED to share 2·
bdrm, 2-bath, N. Valley home with sunroom, den,
f.p.$14C.344-6207.
04/14
SUMMER TERM: CANTERBURY Co-op, small t<>ed residence, single room, ki1chen privileges, near
campus, $200.00, '
04/14
AVAILABLE APRIL 15th, furnished one bedroom
duplex apartment with fireplace; block from campus;
$160 with deposit. 293-5602.
04/14
WHAT IS A COLLEGE INN? Excellent food (no
limit). Private and double rooms. Maid service. 303
Ash NE, 243·2881.
04111
STUDENTS: GOING HOME for the summer? Want
to keep your house:? I need OAC from late May to late
August. 877-0277,
04/14
ROOMMATE WANTED. $t08 per month, Call
Bruce at 298-7566 or 294-4363 for info.
04/18
BIKE TO CLASS. Fully carpeted 2-bdrm. Kids, pets,
$115. Call262-1751, Valley Rentals, $30 fee.
04/14
BUY WITH RENT 4·bdrm house. Fenced, kids, pets1
$150. Call262·1751, Valley Rentals, $30 fee.
04/14
3~BLKS TO UNM. Finally furnished 1-bdrm. $2S
utilities paid. Call262-17S1, Valley Rentals, $30 fee,
04/14
ROOMMATE NEEDED TO share 2-bdrm apart•
mcnt S·minutes from UNM, $95/month plus Yi
phone. Laundry. Move in May I st. Call4:00·6:00 pm
weekdays 265-0781.
04/17
ROOMMATE NEEDED: LARGE NE house.
Fireplace, nice neighborhood. SJ63. Prcfer nonsmoker. Must like animals. 298~3296 early AM or Jate
PM.
04/17
MALE, NON-SMOKER, VEGETARIAN, wanted to
share spacious NW Valley home. $125. 898-4321
04/17
evenings.

5.

FORSALE

1967 PLYMOUTH. GOOD WORKING condition,
04/10
4-door, very reasonable, 6614 Central SE,
UNCLAIMED LAY-A-WAY. Tappan microwave
oven, brand neW' browning element, adjustable
shelves. Very small monthly payments, 266-5872.
04/10
SPECIAL 3 DAYS ONLY. Sewing machine and
vacuUm cleaner, clean oil and adjust, $3,95. 2665871,
04/10
SINGER SEWING MACHINE, Eq~ipped to but·
tonhole, monogram, darn, fancy patterns. Pay
$19.00 and take-machine. 268-4393,
04/lO
NBW SANSUI RECEIVER system. Will sacrifice
equity, Turntable, 2 King Kong speakers, cassette,
only I._system. Assume small monthly payments. 266~
5871.
04/10
SONY TRINITRON COLOR. Big screen, tint
controls, new factory warranty, take pver small
monthly payments tiU balance is paid off. 266-5872.
04/10
UNBELIEVABLE 10 YEAR GUARANTEE. Color
teleyision, unclaimed Jay-a-way, automatic, fine
tuning, No down payment, small monthly payments.
04/10
266-4393.
OLD PIANO--HAMILTON, $200, 268-8303, 268·
J "
04/11
0754.
'72 VEGA SEDAN. Excellent condition. Economical
4-spced. $1300. Must sell. Cal1881-2670 affer S pm.
04/11
'72 DATSUN FASTBACK. Top condition. New
tires, batlery, clutch, $1250 or best offer. Must sell.
Cali881-68S2after5pm.
04/11
'72 PLYMOUTH $750. 266-9882.
04/11
1962 PONTIAC STARCHJEF--clean, dependable
04/14
transportation--242-9566.
1973 VW BUG. Excellent mechanical condition.
04/14
Metallic blue. 294-4576.
1964 VOLKSWAGEN. Good transportation. $400,
04/14
277-4795.
RED KIRBY~-ONLY $59 with commercial heavy
duty motor. $5 per month, no interest, new warranty.
268-4394.
04/10
1968 CAMARO RALLYSPORT. Great condition.
04/10
883-4430.
HANG GLIDER, CIRRUS 3, 140 bag, applied
leading edges, inverted struts, excellent condition.
836-0134 after 5:30 or weekends.
04/12
72 TOYOTA 4-DOOR WAGON, 4-c)'l, 4 speed,
overhauled, economical, dependable, nice car, $1775.
04/10
345-5138.
PIONEER CS 99A SPEAKERS, like new. $220/pr,
255-2274, 294·3416.
04/13
'74 TR-6 $3500. 243-4601.
04/17
BLUE 1970 MAZDA wagon. 4 cyl., 4-speed, mag.
rims, side pipes, stereo. Looks and runs sharp. Must
sell, $750. Call898-3804 evenings.
04/17
BSA THUNDERBOLT. 650 cc., all chrome, new
front endi good tires, brakes. Runs great. Asking
$600. 255·2921.
04/14
PIONEER SX535 RECCIVER, like neW $15.00. 883·
04/12
6052.

6.

EMPLOYMENT

LIVE-IN AIDE for young handicap women. Female
preferred. Call after S:30 pm. Basically evening and
weekend work. Must drive. Call821-7735.
Ui111
OVERSEAS JOBS--SUMMER/Year-round. Europe,
S. America, Australia, Asia, etc. All fields, S!i00$1200 monthly, expenses paid, sightseeing. Free
i9-formation··Write: BHP Co., Box 4490, Dept. NB,

Berkely, Ca, 94704,
04/28
EARN $50 A DAY making deliveries. Must have car,
must be outgoing. Call· Micah at 883~8182.
04/10
TELEPHONE INTERVIEWER. OPINION surveys,
parl time: no experience necessary. Will train;
students/non~students; interviews to be held April
13,14; C,!lll Urban Observatory 277-5638 for appointment,
04/11
ALL INDIAN PUEBLO Couneillnc.: DIRECTOR-groul_l home, MA GUidance& Counseling, experience
in programmatic planning, supervision, implementation, leadership and coordination,
STl1DENT ADVISOR-two positions. One~ full· time,
one part-time. Third year college students ·ar compa,rable experience. HOUSEPARENTS~-One married
couple and r~lief houseParent part~time. BA in So1;ial
Science or comparable el(perienc~. FOR ALL THESE
POSITIONS, experience in effective interpersonal
relationships pieferably with Natvie American Yout,h
is desirable. Send resume to Personnel Dept., All
~ndian Pueblo Council rnc,, 1015 Indian School Rd.
NW, Albuquerque, New Mexico 87197. Deadline,
Aprill4.
04111
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT. C!MARRONCITA
Boys Camp interviewing for counselors. Postions
available to men with experience in Arts & Crafts, or

N.R.A. Riflery, For further lnform'ation, call Bill
3:30 to 5:30, 266-4137.
04/10

7.

TRAVEL

OUR CHARTERS MAKE cents. lntercontinental

Travel Centre, 107 Girard SE. 265-9860.
04/14
BR[TRAIL PASSES, EURAIL passes, !lnd
European summer event schedules available at
Intercontinental Travel Centre, 107 Girard SE. 25_56830,
. 04/14

8.

MISCELLANEOUS

CUSTOM DESIGNED ENGAGEMENT and
Wedding rings, jeWelry for all occasions. 344-6470
04/24
after 6 pm •. Gary Abeyta.
SOLAR POWER PRODUCTS for home or business,
Call Mark at ALPHA Systems,_255-3367, TODAY.
04/20
SINGER FUTURA TOP of the Line. Slightly used
but still under warranty. Push button bobbin-winder
blind hems, has hundreds of fancy stitches. Regular!;
$BOO, now $1 SO cash. 296-5115.
04/10

TDDAY'S .CBDSSI.DRD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1 Pronoun
5 Turkish
leaders
t 0 Run over
14 Vagrant
15 Pandemonium
16 Ribbon:
Comb. form
17 Vulgar: 3
words
19 Slrong
water current
20 Western
homesteader
21 Surmount
22 Declare
positively
23 Severity of
judgment
25 Falsehood
26 Circulate
30 Impair
31 Completion
34 "----'-Irish
ROse'~

36 Edge along
furtively
38 ---Angeles
39 Existing at
the same
time
42 CGS unit
43 Belgian province
44 Meaning
45 Gorges
4 7 Sneaky one
49 Wind inslrumenl

50--- Pal mas
51 Animal
handler
53 House foundation
55 Invigorate
56 Lined w1lh
mother-ofpearl
61 Coil
62 Wharton litie: 2 words
64 Qualified
65 Sharp ridge
66 Muslim
prince
67 Tunisian
rulers
68 Less usual
69 Floor coverings

UNITED Feature Syndicate
Monday's Puzzle Solved:
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ing: 2 words
1 2 Formerly
13 Look
18--- Tag: The
1 Svelle
day: Ger.
2 Give an
24 Qu~bec
edge to
peninsula
3 Flows back 25 Cha_rges
4 Castle's
agamst
prolection
property
5 N. Ireland
26 Long steps
county
27 S~rub, as a
6 Former Porfltghl
luguese col- 28 Rarely
ony
29 Prescribe
S
.
7 Studenl of
31 , lale: A~br.
the past
32 Suckmg tn8 Actress
secl
Mary·---33 Chariot of
9 Leak
old
10 Draw tight
35 Egos
11 Stop pester- 37 Goal
DOWN

M0
G
AA I S
NG S I NC
AS
S E A
T A
E R R

N
E
E
M
S

40 Wrong:
Prefix
41 Ever: Poet.
46 Legendary
stories
48 $10. bill
51 Tri, plus one
52 UK defense
force: Abbr.
53 Crust on a
wound
54 Apply
.
grease. lnformal
55Pome
,. 7 Crowd
"'
58 Eternal clly
59 Send forlh
60 German artlcles
63 Had a meal

A program for those persons planning
to re..,nter the job market as well as
people who arc entering the business
world for the first time.
THURSDAY, APRIL 13
Albuquerque f'cdcral Savings &

Loan Institution
The Statesman's Club of New Mexico
6400 Uptown Blvd., NE
Albuquerque
8:30 am - 12 noon
For Reservations Qz/1: 265-5881

PEUGEOT BICYCLES SALES, service, accessories,
JJ Moped, 3222 Central SE, 268·3949.
04/14
OUTSTANDING PRICES ON Maxell C·90 blank
cassettes! UD: $3.2S. UOXL: $4. Minimum 6.
Firefly, 256-1495.
04/17

Want AdS say it
in a Big Waylt

Classified Advertising Rates
15c per word, $1.00 minimum charge
Terms Cash in advance
Hours: 8:30A.M. to 4:30P.M.
Monday thru Friday

Enclosed $._____ Placed by ------Telephone'-------

Marron Hall, Room 105
Mail To
UNM Box 20, University of·New Mexico
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131
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The ASUNM genera/election
is today. A valid UNM J.D. must
be presented at the polls before
a student may vote.

DAILY.
Wednesday, April 12, 1978
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Mental Patients'Walking Away'
By BILL ROBERTSON
LOBO Staff Writer

By D. M. FLYNN
LOBO News Editor

Ne\N Mexico Daily Lobo

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

walkaways return to the center
under their own free will, the source
said.
"Many people are here voluntarily," Dr. Summers said. "They
are free to go if they want to. Even
those· in-patients held under court
order aren't locked up,"

Almost half of the students on
campus read an entire article in the
LOBO and more than half said they
were satisfied with the paper, a
survey of 210 students taken by the
Office of Research and Consumer
Afrairs showed.
While less than one percent of the
students never read an article in its
entirety, I he survey showed 49.3 per
cent read them daily, 26.5 per cent.
· between two and three times a
week, 16.4 per cent once a week and
5.5 per cent on a monthly basis.
More students (19.7 per cent)
said they were interested most in the
LOBO editorials and opinion.
World News was the second most
popular section with 15.8 per cent,
followed by campus activities
(13.4), local news (11.9), arts
(11.8), cartoons (11.0) sports (9.8)
and advertisements (6.5),
Slightly more lhan 20 per cent of
the students polled said they wanted
to see the LOBO expand its
coverage of campus activities, while
more than 32 per cent said they
wanted the LOBO to expand its
world news and editorial section.
When asked what they thought
was the primary function of the
LOBO, the results showed 88
persons said, "To. keep persons
informed of current events." The
reporting of campus related news
was the response given by 56
persons, while one student said
"provide a liner for cat litter
boxes."
As to changes that should be
made in the LOBO, 21 people said
there should be more information
on
campus
events
and
organizations, l8 said the paper
should be more student oriented, 15
said it should be bigger and 10 said
it should have better quality
writing.
Other suggestions included firing
the editor and arts editor, be more

The 1976-77 interim supplement
to the New Mexico Statutes, section
34-2A-12, states:" Any client
voluntarily admitted to residential
treatment, or habilitation (therapy)
shall have the right to immediate
discharge from the residential
facility upcin request, unless the
director of the facility or a
physician determines that the client
requires continued confinement
and meets the criteria for involuntary residential treatment or
habilitation under the code."

..

photo. by fTkuk 'Sch~;yf,.,

Bernalillo County Mental Health Center - "i.rs not a jail."
strange," he said, "but in general
they're harmless."
A source close to the UNM
Police -Department confirmed the
occurrence of about three
walkaways a week from the Mental
Health Center. The staff at the

.Poll Shows Students
Satisfied With LOBO

Going back to work?
We want to help.

Please place the following classified advertisement in the New Me:rko Daily
Lobo
times(s) beginning
, under. the heading
(circle one): 1. Penonals;
2. Lost & Found;
3. Services;
-+. Housing;
5. For Sale;
6. Employment;
7. Travel
8, MisceDaneow.

.

Approximately three in-patients
a week "walk away" from the
Bernalillo County Mental Health
Center, saicl Dr. Clarke Summers,
the in-patient coordinator at the
center.
"We don't really consider it a
serious problem," Dr. Summers
said. "Seventy-five per cent of our
in-patients here are kept in an 'open
ward' setting - that is, they are
free to roam the building and the
grounds.
"Anyone judged to be dangerous
to themselves or others is locked
up,"
the pyschiatrist said.
Occasionally as many as a third of
the patients are kept in this fashion,
he said.
"We aren't a jail," Dr. Summers
explained.
"To
eliminate
, walkaways we'd have to restrict the
patients' freedom severely. We
consider the therapeutic benefits of
their freedom of movement to
outweigh the dangers of their
walking away."
The "dangers" of walkaways are
mininal, Dr. Summers, said. "They
may appear dangerous or act a little

s c ANs

C 0 N T A A I L S

.
-----·

senous, color photographs, fewer
dead issues and more attention to
minority issues.
A majority of the students polled
(42.3 per cent) said they thought the
LOBO should not become self
sufficient and rely on advertising
for their funds, while 38.8 per cent
said it should and 18:9 per cent
were undecided.
More than three-quarters of
those polled said the LOBO should
continue to receive revenue from
ASUNM as well as advertising, 11.9
per cent said no and I 0.9 were
undecided.

center, usually numbering 8-10 in
the evenings, when walkaways are
most common, will immediately
notify campus police when they
discover a patient missing. "They
(the center staft) are usually pretty
quick," the source said, "but

sometimes they don't know how
long the patient has been missing."
UNM Police, when notified of a
walkaway, will patrol the immediate vicinity or the center,
which is just north of the Bernalillo
County Medical Center. Many

The center's capacity is 44
patients. The "intensive care" unit,
or the locked ward, can hold six.
The average length of stay at the
center is 10 days. Dr. Summers
said, "Since the new year began
we've had (an average of) more
. than 40 patients held almost
• continuously. It's too crowded."

Major issu('s facing Southwestern Indian tribes will be the focus of
workshops and speakers during the annul "Nizhoni Days"
celebration Apri\12-15 at UNM.
Sponsored by the Kiva Club, Nizhoni Days has traditionally emphasized entertainment and an arts and crafts fair. The crafts show
and sale will be included again this year, but that's not the main
purpose of the event, said Kiva Club council member Lisa Chavez.
"Because the nation's Indian tribes are once again faced with
termination," Chavez said, "we feel we should use Nizhoni Days as a
forum for better understanding of the unique cultural and political
standing which Indian people in America have."
A major activity of the four day event will be a panel of tribal
chairmen and representatives April14, Chavez said. The panel, to be
held at 6 p.m. in Room 101 of Woodward Hall, will feature Mescalero
Apache chairman Wendell Chino, All Indian Pueblo Council
Chairman Delfin Lovato, Navajo vice-chairman Wilson Skeet and
Jicarilla Apache vice-chairman Dale Vigii.
"The chairmen will present a statement on the position of the tribes
in relation to state and federal governments," Chavez said. "They will
also talk about how they intend to deal with state and federal
governments in the future." Other events will include workshops, an
arts and crafts show, a basketball tournament and a dance.

Regional
Issues
Focus of
Nizhoni
Days
ANN E. DUNPHY

.

ASUNM President

Student
Elections
Today

~

The ASUNM general election
will be held today. Students will be
voting on president, vice president,
senate, six constitutional amendments and the 1978-79 budget.
Voting machines will be located
at La Posada dining hall, Student
Union Building, Geplogy, Civil
Center,
Engineering,
Business
Nursing Center and the Women's
Center.
Any full-time (ca1.-ying 12 or
more hours) undergraduate student
is elibible to vote. Part-time
:.tudents who have paid their activity fcc are aho eligible. A UNM
student J.D. must he presented at
the polling places in order to vole.
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Ex~Official

Discloses
Park's 'Slush t=und'
Says Profits Earmarked
8 WASHINGTON (UPI) - A
·;;:
former U.S. official testified
0)
::E Tuesday former Rep. Otto
~ Passman, D-La., told him part of
Tongsun Park's rice commissions
ri probably were earmarked for "a·.
~slush fund'' for South Korean
p:; President Park Chung Hee.
.
But Irwin Hedges, who worked
at the Agency for International
Development, told the . House
Ethics Committe Passman offered
no proof when he made the
comment in the spring of 1972 --

z
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The New Mexico Daily Lobo is published
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just after Korea's government
advised tlie Agriculture Department
Park would be its exclusive buying
agent for American rice.
Hedges, an aid coordinator for
the "Food for Peace" program
from 1968-73, said Passman, indicted March 31 iq,.connection with
alleged Korean influence-buying in
Congress, called and asked him to
try to get the Agriculture Department to drop objections to Park's
status.
Hedges said he questionec;l Park's
proposed commission rate of $2.50
a ton, about five times the going
rate, and Passman replied: '.'There
are, of course, a lot of things going
on that we don't know about. Of
course we can't prove it, but in all
probability a good deal of this
brokerage fee goes into a SJUsh fund
for President Park himself.''
Hedges said Passman, the
chairman of a. House. appropriations SUbcommittee with
Virtual Vefo power OVer funding the
Food for Peace program, did not
'' sa:y it as a fact,'' but, ''I thought it
was a nioment of candor" on his
part.

Mexico.

UNm
Bookstot

World News
Israel Withdraws

BEIRUT, Lebanon (UPI) - Israeli troops began
their promised withdrawal from occupied southern
Lebanon Tuesday, handing over seven villages to
Norwegian troops who were heraldec;l with cheers ad
waving flags from the local populace.
In the capital, Syrian troops unleashed heavy tank,
rocket, artillery and small arms fire on Christian
positions in Beirut's suburbs to silence the first
Christian-Moslem clashes in the capital in eight
ljiOnths.
-!
Moslem militiamen pitched in on the Syrian side
with occasional sniper fire but for the first time since
Sunday no major Moslem-Christian exchanges were
reported.
No official casualty count was available. A rightist
radio broadcast said two persons were killed and !5
wounded in Ain Rurrianeh area during the day.
Hospital sources said at least seven persons were killed
and several dozen wounded in the past three days of
fighting.
In southeastern Lebanon, Norwegian U.N. troops
were taking over the vacated positions as the Israelis
fell back as part of a promised pullback of between
one and four miles, a U.N. spokesman in Beirut saic!.

The Norwegians also moved into Israeli forward
positions in the town of Shebaa, to cheers from
villagers waving U.N. and Lebanese flags, but the
Israelis did not immediately withdraw from the area,
witnesses said.
In Rashiya AI Foukhar, UPI correspondent Allan
Alter reported that Israeli Lt. Col. Yossi and U.N.
Maj. Gen. Emmanuel Erskine of Ghana signed a note
of scrap paper at a formal ceremony officially
acknolweding the "delivery of Rashiya AI Foukhar"
to U.N. forces.
Similar ceremonies were held in six other occupied
villages in the eastern sector of South Lebanon.·
''I'm pleased to say that everything is going well and
according to plan," Erskine told reporters at Rashiya
·
Al-Foukhar.
However, Alter reported hardly any of the houses
were left intact after the Israeli shelling. Discarded
cartons and tins of Israeli army food rations littered
the streets.
Erskine said the task of the U.N. forces is to make
sure the area "is not again used for any hostile activity, and to make sure there is no recurrence of the
fighting."

Mrs. Ford Hospitialized
For Drug Dependency
LONG BEACH, Calif. (UPI)Mrs. Betty Ford will undergo
several days of "evaluation and
adjustment" and then doctors will
prescribe a treatment for her
dependence on medication, a
spokesman fo the former president
said Tuesday.
Mrs. Ford, 60, entered the
Alcohol and Drug Rehabilitation

Center of Long Beach Naval
Hospital Monday, saying that she
was determined to overcome the
"insidious" over-medication.
Mrs. Ford has suffered from
arthritis for several years. Ford's
office said Monday the treatment
was in no way related to the cancer
that resulted in the removal of a
breast in 1974.

1n progress

(HubbQ HubbQ)
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WASHINGTON (UPI) - A senior U.S. official said Tuesday the
defection of a ranking Soviet diplomat from the United Nations will add
new tensions at a time of already delicate relations between the Soviet
Union and the United States.
The senior official talked to a small group of reporters shortly after
Soviet Ambassador Anatoli Dobrynin visited the State Department to
discuss the case of Arkady N. Shevchenko, who quit his U.N. post in a
dispute with the Soviet Government.
Dobrynin made it clear that Moscow considers the Shevchenko incident
a serious event, the official said.
"In the current delicate state of relations, it will certainly contribute to
the tensions" he said, noting that the incident could have an impact on
pending negotiations in Moscow between Secretary of State Cyrus Vance
and Soviet Foreign Minister Andrei Gromyko.
The Vance-Gromyko meetings will focus on strategic arms limitations.

Man Spends
Three Days
In Shower
KINGSTON, R.I. (UPI) - A
very clean Greg Martin was in class
Tuesday after spending three days
in the shower before his water was
cut off..
·

Capt. James Zimble, acting
commander at the hospital, declines
to say what medication was involved. He said she had "developed
a dependence" on the medication.
Asked whether he way saying she
was a drug addict, he replied: "No,
l'm not."
Bob Barrett, a member of Ford's
staff at Palm Springs, said there
would be no further medical
statements on her condition for two
or three days. He said Ford would
carry out scheduled appointments
in Alabama before returning to
California Friday night.
"I want to emphasize there is
nothing noteworthy to report at this
time," Barrett said.
Barrett was asked if the former
first lady was in good spirits.
"Oh, yes," he said. "She is
something like a combination of a
98-pound piece of steel and fine
china. A remarkable woman."

Boys Club
Bus Slams
Into Tree
ASHBURN, Ga. (UPI)- A bus
carrying a Michigan boys club to a
Disney World outing overturned
and slammed into a tree Tuesday,
killing three boys and injuring
about 40 other youths and
chaperones.
State troopers said the brakes on
the bus failed when the driver
pulled into a rest area on Interstate
75 about 14 miles south of Ashburn. The bus flipped over anc!
skidded into the tree, crushing the
roof into the seats directly behind
the driver.
About 75 members of Ypsilanti
(Mich.) Boys Club and their
chaperones were aboard the bus
when it crashed. They were en route
from Ypsilanti to Orlando, Fla.,
home of the Disney resort.

Economics Senior
Wins Poetry Prize

Story Spurs
Servicing
Of Elevator

Relinquishes 7 Towns

Soviet's Defection
May Hurt Detente
•
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The 20-year-old elevator in North
, Mesa Vista Hall that has been
causing problems for handicapped
students is now being fixed. The
action was prompted by LOBO
article, said Floyd Williams,
director of the physical plant.
The article, written Marc.h 31,
pointed out that the elevator does
not level exactly with each floor,
thus hampering a wheelchair going
in or out the elevator door.
Williams said that Hunter-Hayes
Elevator Company began work
Tuesday to adjust the elevator to
land at the floor and to smooth the
jerks of the ride.
If anyone finds that an elevator is
rrialfunctioning, Williams said the
person should notify the .physical
plant of !he problem.

A ~50 :irst prize :vas awar?ed. to
a semor m economics for wmmng
tho rec t U ·
··
M' . en
mversJty of New
eXJco poetry contest.
Wendy York
· d h
.
receive t e award
for h~r poem "Magic" which was
~specially commended by the
JUdges, plus "Southern Comfort"
and "Marriage Group."
Honorable mention awards of
$25 went to Michael Golston and

I

Jon Hardman, also UNM students.
Goi ston received the award for his

poems "Personae: Man From the
North " "In the v 11 " "'fh
'
a ey •
e
Rabbit Hutch," "The Drunks by
the River" and "The S
I"
easona.
Hardman was honored for his
poem "The Greatest Kisser in
Albuquerque "
·
The judges for the contest were
R b
·
o e~t Creeley, a novelist and poet
who 1s also a visiting professor of
English at UNM, and Sharon
Barba , a UNM 1ect urer ·In E'ng 1IS
. h.
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PE Experts Visit UNM
F~ur foreign specialists in physical education and sport will visit UNM
Apnl 11-14 o~ a study to~r sponsored by the U.S. State Department.
UNM physical educatiOn Professor Nicolaas Moolenijzer, coordinator ·
of t~e progra;n for the State Department said the visitors will observe
pubhc and pnvate sports. programs at UNM, the Albuquerque Public
Schools, Albuquerque lnd1an School, the Indian Pueblo Cultural Center
and Jemez Pueblo Day School.

LOBO photo by Ro.chel Dl•on

·Post The Daily-Lobo
'

You can put the campus
in a mailbox for just $10
per year. That includes
daily mailing of all issues
of the Daily Lobo and
weekly mailings of the
Summer Lobo.
Come to Marron H~h.
Room 131 or mail $10to:
Daily Lobo
UNM Box20
Albuquerque, N.M. 87131

After ext~nsively reviewing all the ASUNM candidates in the
LOBO. th1s pa~t. we~k, we have been so impressed by the outstandmg quallf1cat1ons of the two candidates below that we
felt .compelled to get together to better c·all this to the attention of you - the students.

"EXPERIENCE YOU CAN COUNT ON
'
PUT YOUR TRUST IN PROVEN LEADERSHIP"

--Town Club
-UNM S.R.E.P.D.
--Society for
Campus/Community
Involvement

--T.F.

MIMI SWANSON
ASUNM PRESIDENT
POSITION No. 3

~~------------

TAD C. HOWINGTON
ASUNM VICE PRESIDENT
POSITION No. 3
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Budget Evaluation

Coalition Fights Back
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Editor:
The ad placed in yesterday's LOBO captione\i
"Curious Coalition" is a blatant liel Those who purchased the advertisement have made libelous
statements under perfectly worded phrases that paint
a totally false picture. The Coalition supports the
students of UNM better than any other political
organization in quite some time. Here are the facts on
the budget:
Cultural vote- Senator R. J. Laino moved to place
Cultural on the budget at their full amount $19;500.
The Senate voted to cut the budget to $15,0()(). The
Senate then tried to cut to $5,000 and again to $4,000.
Coalition members against the cut: Joe Gorman, John
Kelso, R. J. Laino, Millie Arviso.
Speakers Committee - Caolition members against
the major cut to $12,710 were: Marc Seidman, R. J.
Laino.
·
Lobo budget- Coalition members who urged their
budget be placed on at $30,000, instead of $23,000
were: Ann Dunphy, Joe Gorman, John Kelso and.
David McCrane.
. A SA-Poetry - Without the last minute efforts of
Sen. Pat Toohey the ASA Series would not have
made the referendum at all thereby cancelling the fall
series of shows. The entire Coalition supported this
effort and urged ASAto return in the fall for financial
assistance.
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Elections, which happen but twice a year at UNM, offer each full..; time undergraduate student the opportunity to express him or herself at
~ the polls. We believe that every student qualified to vote in the election
Q..
should.
conVoting is not only a right, it is the privilege at every level
stituency. Complaining about the performances of elected officials
without having cast a ballot is the highest form of hypocrisy.
.
We encourage all students to cast their ballots and to do so not in
1gnor~nce, but as an informed electorate. Read the candidate profiles,
examme the budget and make your decision before you enter the voting
booth.
On this. note, the LOBO makes its endorsements. We have interviewed all of the candidates and endorse the following.
For President: MIMI SWANSON.
For Vice President: LEONARD GARCIA.
For ASUN M senate, we endorse these candidates.
ANN KELLY
PAUL HOLUSHA
PHIL ABNEY
ERIC LUCERO
PHIL DEPRIEST
TOM FISHER
MARIO ORTIZ
RUSSELL SOMMERS
PHIL HERNANDEZ
.
We think these candidates will work for the students and not for
themselves. There were many excellent candidates for the positions
but we feel these candidates can serve the needs of most students and
be effective in working in student government.
On the issue of the New Mexico Public'lnterest Research Group, we
urge students to DEFEAT the $40,000 budget item.
.we endorsed the entry of NMPIRG into the University community
With the hopes that they would expand and seek funds from outside
so~rces. Three years later, the students of this University are still giving
a p1ggy-back to a group that claims it serves the needs of the state. Last
year we urged students to support NMPIRG for one more year in hopes
that the group would get funding from outside sources. It has not.
We do not approve of the arrangement whereby NMPIRG is under
ASUNM control. We feel an autonomous agency would better serve all
the·citizens of the state of New Mexico. Cut loose from the University,
NMPIRG would be forced to seek funding from local, state and federal
governments as well as donations from private individuals.
We would also like to see NMPIRG negotiate a positive check-off
system for funding from the students. In this manner, the students who
truly support N MPIRG would carry it.
We also urge students to pass all of the budget items except,
Speaker's Committee, Cultural Committee, Lobby Committee,
Poetry Series and Black Student Union. We think students should
defeat these budget items because the senate recommendations are
ludicrous. Each of these groups serve a worthy purpose at UNM and
would be seriously crippled if funded at the recommended levels.
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Others Endorse
Editor:
The Office of the University Infiltrator endorses:
For president: Mimi Swanson;
For vice president: Ted Howington;
For senate: Phil Abney, David Epstein, Chuck Gaines Phil Hern~ndez, Eirick Johnson, Kathy Keller, Eric Lucero, Sheryl Paloni, Jeff
P1per and Russell Sommers;
Referenda questions: yes for all six:
Budget questions: No for NMPIRG and no recommendations for
other items.
Editor:
We endorse the Coalition Party for senate.
Bob Gagnon, Donna Gagnon, Steve Torre and John Berislovich.
Editor:
The Albuquerque Aardvarks endorse the Coalition slate.
Editor:
The UNM ski team endorses the Coalition party for senate.
Editor:
The UNM Rugby club endorses Ann Dunphy for president, R.J.
Laino for vice president and the Coalition party for senate.
Editor:
The Coalition to Help Ease World Starvation endorses passage of the
NMPIRG budget and supports candidates who support PIRG.
Editor:
The UNM Swim Club endorses the Coalition slate for senate.
Editor:
The student membership of the American Home Economics
Association endorses Ann Dunphy for president.
Editor:
Gamma Theta Epsilon, 'the National Geography Honor Society,
rmdorses Ann Dunphy for president and Ricardo Zuniga for vice
prnsident.
Editor:
Wn support Atm Dunphy for president and Ricardo Zuniga for vice
pm&idimt.
John Montoya, Dorothy Feinbnrg, Ed Greenwich, ASUNM Sen.
.John Kulso, Stllvn Durizk, Chris Perry
rclitm:
1ho Albuquurquo Ruuby Club ondorsus Ann Dunphy f(Jr president.

On the premise that Coalition members failed to
keep their campaign promises: we as a ·party were
elected in the fall of '77, to us and the lawbooks th&t
means all of us have served only 1/2 of our terms. Are
we expected to deliver every campaign promise within
that tie span, we would certainly hope not! V'fe have
begun the formulation of a newsletter, we have
initiated all efforts made to establish the tuition tracer
fund, but this requires administration support and
considerable time. We are new senators, none of us
were incumbent, time is required to learn the system
properly. According to ASUNM Law 2-10-77 all new
Senators were to attend a formal senate workshop at
the onset of their terms. Thanks to a lack of leadership
among incumbents and the executive a )Jery informal
workshop was prepared 31/2 months into our terms.
Fil]ally, lumping the total absences together for the
en.tire party is unethical and not practical. The majority
of. the party had no more than ~wo Senate meetings
m1ssed out of 16, the rest had ttiree missed out of 16,
and one who has resigned due to a transfer had four.
out of 16. CHECK THE RECORD!
We are not a block vote party as this should show.
We .have handled ourselves respectably in all ASUNM
affa1rs and will continue to do so. Vote Coalition
Senators: R. J. Laino, John Kelso, Joe Gorman,
Marc Seidman, Pat Toohey, Stephany LeMay, Millie
Arviso

E~itorpisgusting Platform Concept

Groups Endorse
Simulations
Editor:
UNM
Simulations
The
Association endorses:
For senate: Phil Abney, David C.
Epstein, Chuck Gaines, Phil D.
Hernandez, Eirick Johnson, Kathy
Keller, Eric Lucero, Sheryl Paloni,
Jeff Piper and Russell Sommers·
For president: Mimi Swanson;
For
vice-president:
Tad
Howington
PIRG: No.

Boycott
Editor:
The Albuquerque Boycott
Committee endorses the Coalition
Slate for senate.

RHSA

Veterans
Editor:
The
Student
Veterans
Association endorses:
For preesident: Ann Dunphy;
For vice president: R.J. Laino;
For senate: Mario Ortiz, Steve
Myer, Steve Thompson, Eric
Lucero and Bob Halton.

:"'ant to express my dis~ust with the new concept
mst1tuted by the LOBO editors of them writing 'my'
platform for the upcoming election. I hope that the
readers .will take time to re~d th.e Students for
Progress1ve Act1on platform being circulated around
campus, I don't think anyone is interested to read
what the editors think my platform is. They have
endorsements for that purpose. I do think that
students would rather have read my platform. The
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Editor:
The Student Nurses Association
endorses:
For president: Mimi Swanson·
For vice president: Leor:ard
Garcia;
For senate: Phil Hernandez,
Suzanne Cully, Chuck Gaines, Eric
Lucero, Karen Alarid, Jeff Piper,
Tom Fisher, Dave Epstein and Phil
Abney.

Editor:
The Residence Hall Students
Association endorses:
Editor:
For senate: David Epstein, Mario • Omega Psi Phi fraternity enOrtiz, Russell Sommers, Phil dorses Ann Dunphy for president
Hernandez, Jeff Piper, Sheryl and Ricardo Zuniga for vice
Paloni, Phil Abney and Eric Lucero; president.
For president: Ann Dunphy;
For
vice-president:
Tad •
Howington.
Editor:
The UNM Greeks endorse:
For president: Mimi Swanson;
For vice president: Leonard
Editor:
Garcia;
The Young Socialist Alliance
For senate: Phil Hernandez,
endorses Robert Roibal for Sheryl Paloni, Russell Sommers,
president and Rudy Miera for vice Mario Ortiz, Eric Lucero, Ann Kelly,
president.
Jeff Piper, Kathy Keller, Rick
McNamara, Tom Fisher, Chuck
Gaines and David Epstein,
Editor:
ATM endorses Mario Ortiz,
Steve Myers, Ann Kelly, Suzanne
Cully, Steve Thompson, Karen
Alarid, Verie Ervin, Paul Holusha,
Jeffrey Keil, Rick McNamara and Editor:
Phil DePriest.
The New Mexico Citizens for
Clean Air and Water endorse:
For president: Ann Dunphy;
For viced president: Ricardo
Zuniga, and,
For senate: Coalition slate plus
Editor:
The Chicano Studies-Student Bobby Halton.
Service Board endorses Robert
For PIRG: Yes.
Roibal for president and Rudy
Miera for vice president.
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Blacks

sonnto.

Sign Up Now For Interview
Seniors/ Grads
2nd Floor Mesa Vista Hall
Reps On Campus Wed-Thur
19-20

EHIC L. LUCERO No.22

{Incumbent)

l'IUL D.HEHNANDEZNo. 14
(b1cumbrmt)
SHERYL P ALO:-II No. 2.'3

KATHLEEN KELLEH No.6

~
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issues.
But 1 goofed. PIRG is not interested in presenting facts; they are not
interested in presenting the pros and cons of issues and letting the
public form their own opinions based on the information presented.
They seem much more interested in forming opinions for the public.

STUDENT ALLI.Ai~CE
DA\10 C. EPSfEIN No.2

WE STAND FOR:

PHIL A.B:-!EY :-lo. 8

1. Taking Politics out o£ the ASUNM Bud~et; .\faking Budget Procedutes :\k.;re Efitc1er..t
and Effective,
Z. Mandatory Impeachment Hearings for Senators with ?oor Attendance
3~ Lobbying with the Facult}' Senate and Adminl$h'<ttion far More Late AherOOC'1Q and
E'l•l.ming Cla.-t~e

4. .E:<;tablishment of a Student Needs Assessment Gomm1ttee IS~ACJ tt:l Obt.::un Input
from the Students about the Needo; of the Student Hodv
5. Establt..;hment o( a Student Academic Affalfs l~onw;ttlee to Coordinate t~ effor~
of Students on F acuity Comm ittce~

SPRING FORMAL

Chicanos

Editor:
The New Mexico Organization
for the Reform of Mmijuana Laws
endorses the Nonnl budget
proposal, Ann Dunphy for
president, R..J. Laino for vice
pnJsident and the Coalition slnte for

Damon P. Tobias,
Chairperson,
ASUNM Speakers Committee

Share your skills and experience
ancl gain an understanding of
other cultures. other wavs.

277-5907

The idea of a research group gathering facts on the pros and cons of
various issues is still a good one. We need such an organization acting
in the public interest to debunk the myths presented by the vested
interests trying to sell their points of view. However, NMPIRG does not
fill the bill. PIRG is nothing more than a vested interest trying to foist
their opinions on the citizens of New Mexico while extracting a heavy
subsidy from the students who believed in an idea whose time has
come but has not yet been realized.
Richard W. Hannemann

AJM

Editor:
The Black Student Union endorses:
For senate: Valerie Ervin, Mario
Ortiz, Phil Abney and Phil Hernandez;
For vice president: Leonard
Garcia;
For president: Mimi Swanson;
For BSU budget: vote yes.

Then the senate, a new Senate
after the election, will have to rewrite the budget. In doing so the
senate will have to pay attention to
student sentiment and re-evaluate
the wisdom of cutting groups that
serve the largest numbers of
students.

Editor:
When NMPIRG first came to be I thought: Hey, this is a neat idea. A
public interest research group is what ~as always. b~en needed: I envisioned PIRG as a group doing researc!lm the public mterest; to mform
the public on all the pros and cons concerning the issues that face
people today; to present the facts in as unbiased way so that people
could better be able to make a rational judgment concerning these

Greeks

Socialists

b'
.?'

A MIND BLENDING
EXPERIENCE

PEACE CORPS

Battle Continues

praise. Senator R.J. Laino made
the motion to give the committee ~
the full $15,610, a move supported ~·
by senators Jack Fortner, Mimi 0
Swanson, Mark Seidman, Eric ~
Lucero and Phil Hernandez.
.!<'
Add to this the inexplicable and
capricious cuts the senate has
inflicted on the ASUNM Cultural'
Committee,, the LOBO, the Film ~
Committee, ASUNM-GSA Poetry 2.:
Series, the ASA Gallery, RHSA,
and others, and the conclusion is
inescapable:
WHEN YOU VOTE ON APRIL 12,
VOTE NOON THE ENTIRE
BUDGET!

The Peace Corps ...

Join the

Editor:
For 11 years th~ romance bet':"een Popejoy Hall and the student body
~as b~en generatlnf! as ~uch light as heat. It was love at first sight, a
marnage of the m1nds. Almost a quarter of a million students have
been tempted away from their student lamps and ink pots to revel in the
exquisite enchantments of Segovia, Marcel Marceau, Hal Holbrook,
Julian Bream, Edward Villella, the Panovs, Eugene Ormandy and world
renowned international artists of every conceivable description.
Now, ~owever, after all these sweet years of courtship, you senators
have dec1ded to break up the romance. By withdrawing their financial
support they have torn the bloom off the rose, smashed the glass
slipper, ripped the Banns from the church door and sent the preacher
packin'.
The Love affair is over. It was a beautiful romance.
William J. Martin
Director, Popejoy Hall

OPP

NORML

platform in the LOBO has severe gr~ss misquotations
and fabrications, ie., 1 never said I want more parking
spaces on campus.
Hopefully, Ms. Levy will go back to the old custom
and let candidates write their
1 tf
own P a or~sbnext y~ar.
0
ert Ro1bal

Affair is Over

Nurses

Editor:
In a series of budget hearings
that were the worst-organized and
most behind-schedule in ASUNM
history, the ASUN M Senate effectively turned the budget into a
shambles and ignored the student
body it purports to represent.
The ASUNM Speakers Committee requested $15,610 for its
1978-79 Budget allocation. The
senate· cut that amount to a
dangerously low $12,710. If passed
by the voter, this will be the lowest
Speakers Committee budget in
eight years.
With such a reduced budget next
year, the Speakers Committee will
have to curtail its programming
drastically. The committee will not
be able to co-sponsor special
speakers with chartered campus
organizations the way it has this
year. With a significantly decreased
allocation, the committee will also
be in greater dar1ger of a deficit
operation next year.
At least . there were several
senators who did have the foresight
to oppose the cut in the Speaker's
Committee budget and deserve

Sponsored By
NM Ballroom Dance Club

APRIL 14, 1978
8-11 PM
SUB BALLROOM
$1.50 Members
$3.00 Non-Members

by Garry Trudeau

TO)>f F1SHER

RVSSELL SO:.IMERS
:-.; o. Z.i

CH1..'CK GAI);S So. IS

Featuring the music of the
FOUR KEYS & exhibitions by
the memb~'rs of Ballroom
Dmt~·t• Club
Door Prizes & Ht•freshments Served

JEH' PIPER No. 5

Vote April 12th For ASUNM Senate
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A demonstration workshop on.
an international sport that involves
male and female players on the
same team- micro-korfball- will
be held April 13 at Johnson
Gymnasium.
·
UNM health, physical education
and recreation Professor Nicolaas
Moolenijzer said assistant Dutch
national korfball team coach Thea
Noordzij
will conduct the
workshop from 2:30 to 5:30p.m.
He said the workshop will be
open t'o all educators with
responsibilities
in
physical
education or sports programs and
will be free of charge.
A basketball-type sport, microkorfball is a ·contemporary
adaptation of field korfball which
was invented by the Dutch at the
turn of the century.
"Micro-korfball is at present the
only international coeducational

Bring Micro-korfba/1
team sport ·in which men an<)
women ·are able to perform
equally," Moolenijzer said. "Girls
and boys and men and women carry
the same responsibilities for the
successful conduct of the game,
they are subject to identical rules
and they must possess equal
physical abilities and skills."
Introduced in the United States
only recently, the sport is rapidly
gaining popularity, particularly in
schools, Moolenijzer said, because
of its appeal for coeducational
opportunities
in
program
scheduling.
"Whereas field korfball, which
requires 24 players, may not h:;tve
been adopted so readily in
basketball oriented America,
micro-korfball should prove.
successful with its eight players four men and four women," he
said.

Please Vote
I welcome the challenge and the opportunity of serving as a Senator for our
University. I have prepared for it, I feel
confident and I now ask for your support,
you will always have mine.

Mario Ortiz Independent No.12

This Friday Night
In The

IIDWIY
S!l!lll
ln1'1:c Student (Tuion
Uuilding Uasement
Put Your Dancing Shoes On
And Get Ready 'l'o Roeli
witb

HtiiiPD IT 8:11 P.Jil.
Admission )•rices
Students Sl.OO each
~===:-J (lVitb (.))., I•lus One (iuest)

tl

I•nblie 82.00 eaclt

Although both sexes play on the
same team, the game does not pit
men against women. Moolenijzer
said players of the opposite sex may
not guard each other.
Two men and two womep. are
positioned in each court, he said,
and the rules allow an attempt to
score only in a nonguarded
position. This aspect, plus the nodribble rule and the lack of back-

boards on (he 'two baskets of a
korfball court are the main differences between korfball and
basketball.
Moolenijzer, a· former program
specialist for physical education
and sports with the United Nations
Educational,
Scientific
and
Cultural Organization office in
Paris, is a consultant to the.Outch
Korfball Federation.

Candi Sings at ATO
Candi in concert, a one-woman performance by an outstanding
musician, will take place at the A TO house on Sunshine Terrace on April
14, at 7:30p.m ..
Candi Long began writing songs at age 13 and has developed a keen
sensitivity in her lyrics. When asked to describe her musical style, she said,
"At times you'll hear blues; at other times, a twinge of country-but all in
all I'd call it mellow rock." She brings to the concert 5 years experience
performing on campuses throughout the U,S. and parts of Ireland and
radio experience as a disc jockey.
This talented singer,guitarist,pianist touches on such issues as a
woman's search for identity, the humorous and heartbreaking years of
growing up, love and marriage.
In a world of rock bands, it is a refreshing experience to see and hear a
solo performer who projects not only a great deal of talent, but the warmth
and sincerity of a woman who understands people.

100 Sports Available
Through l~tram·urals
~

.

Intramurals and campus recreation at UNM offers
100 different activities for students and faculty
members.
Fred Perez, Director of Intramurals and Campus
Recreation, said the reason for so many sports is that
it is trying to serve as many people as possible.
Structured sports like baseball, basketball and
volleyball come under the intramural program.
Structured sports are those that require referees,
superviosrs and officials.
Swimming, handball anci weightlifting are individual activites and come under the heading of
campus recreation.
. All the intramurals and campus recreation services
are free. This program has a $140,000 annual budget.
Perez says some of the money comes out of student
fees that are paid at the beginning of each semester.
The rest of the money comes from the UNM general
budget, he said.
The director said the $140,000 budget pays five staff
members and one secreatry. One half of the budget
pays the salaries of 80 work-study students. The
re.maining money is spent on athletic equipment.
Perez said the program is not concerned with .

creating winners or losers. It is designed, he said, to
get as many people as possible involved in some form
of physical-fitness participation.
More than I 0,000 people are involved in the intramural progrm. The facilities such as tennis courts,
outdoor fields and Johnson Gym were used a quarterof-a-million times last year and are expected to be used
300,000 times this year, Perez said.
Basketball has the largest number of participants.
There are 130 basketball teams with seven or more
people to a team.
"We're going to try someting new this summer.
Since there is such a huge turnout every semester in
intramurals, we are going to continue the program
after the spring semester," the director said.
Lack of facilities is the biggest problem the program
is faced with. Johnson Gym is used for just about
every sport but it was not built for massive participation, Perez says, it was built to accomoda'te
spectators.
Health, Physical Education and Recreation
(H.P.E.R.) have propsed that Johnson Gym be
remodeled. No action has been taken so far, Perez
said.

.

Tops Literary month

Earhart's."
The effort to find the long-post
wreckage is the latest in a number
of expeditions over the years to find
out what happened to the missing
aviator.
Lo.omis would not say where he
saw the plane or give details of his
;earch mi>;iun, except that he
would use Majuro as a "jumping
off point'' and stay in the Marshalls
"as long as it takes" to make

positive identification of the plane.
"I will say this - anytime I saw
something on television or read the
books, I figured I knew where it
was," Loomis said in an interview.
Miss Earhart, the first woman to
fly the Atlantic alone and the first
woman to fly the United States
fwm coast to coast, left Oakland
Calif., May 20, 1937, planning to
circumnavigate the globe at the
equator.
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Roast Beef, Salami, Ham & Swiss Cheese
with L~ttuce, Tomato, and a Pickle Spear,
all on a Hoagie Roll.

Only82.00
Main Floor
N®W IVII®xd1®<TD UJnnnawn IFca)(IDcill8B®nowfi~~

KATt-t...EEN KELLER •6
CHUCK GAINES ""1B
RUSSELL

SOMMERS"25

STUDENT ALLIANCE FOIIASUNM SENATE

Creeley, novelist and poet whose
recent work is Helfo; Peter Mayer,
president and publisher of Pocket
Books; and Maureen Owen, poet,
editor of Telephone. The panel
moderator is Ishmael Reed, poet,
and noveliSt whose most recent
novel is Flight/a Canada.
8:00 p. m. - Reception and
dance for ROW A members and
guests and the CCLM Board of
Directors and guests in the Acoma
Room in the Albuquerque Inn.
There will be booths and
exibi lions by booksellers and
members throughout the meetings
in the SUB. All events are open to
the public at no charge.

DL!IPIC SPORTS
AT THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW
MEXICO, IN THE STUDENT
UNION BUILDING.

RACING SUITS

-

Racquetball
ACCESSORIES
New Balance
shoes
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PHIL ABNEY "B

An Ansel Adams photograph of
Other New Mexico artists
New Mexico aspens has been represented in the executive exhibit
loaned by the University of New include Luis Jimenez, Kenneth
Mexico Art Museum to the home of Price, R.C. Gorman, Fritz
Vice President and Mrs. Walter Scholder, Georgia O'Keeffe and
Mondale.
Raymond Jonson.
The photograph is part of an
exhibit of Southwestern art which
will hang in the vice president's
house for one year.
Museum director Van Deren
Coke said that Mrs. Mondale had
requested Adams' "Moonrise Over
Hernandez, New Mexico," but the
photo was already on loan. Coke
~ent the New Mexico aspen scene in ~~, \
1ts place.
".r

Saturday, April I 5
9:00 a.m. RGWA annual
membership meeting and election
of board members in room 250 of
the SUB.

IS
0

>...,r·

OAVIO C. EPSTEIN •2

Photogtaph Lent to VP

8:00 p.m. ·=, CCLM will put on a
group poetry reading in the UNM
Kiva which will be introduced by
Rudolfo Anaya and Lorenzo
Thomas. The writers featured at the
reading live in New Mexico and are
active members of the small press
community. They include: Paula
Gunn Allen, Jose Armas, Geary
Hobson, Carolyn Maisel, Michael
Roth, Cecilio Garcia-Camarillo and
Joseph Somoza. At the end of the
readings, Lorenzo Thomas will
read from his work.

~·,

"r

SHERYL PALONI• 23

TOM FISt-ER -24

2-4:00 p. m. - In room 250 of
the SUB, CCLM will conduct a
panel discussion titled "National
Trends
in
Contemporary
Literature." The panelists will trace
current trends in American writing
with particular attention to such
questions as: Is the mass marketing
and supermarketing of books
destroying literacy, or is it
stimulating a readership potential
for work of a more profound
caliber?
The panelists include Toni Cade
Bambara, author of the short story
collection The Sea Birds Are Still
Alive; Joe David Bellamy, editor of
Fiction Intf!rnational and the
anthology Super-Fiction; Robert

Friday, April 14
3:30 p.m. - Party for novelist
Stanly Crawford who will be
celebrating his new book Some
Instructions at the Living Batch
Bookstore, 2400 Central Avenue.

,JL,
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PHIL D. HERNANDEZ 11 14

JEFF PfPER •5

Lltetaty Confetence Set

N
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ERIC l. LVCER0•22
(INCUMBENT)

ElRICK JOHNSONIII1J

Flyer Searches for Earhart Plane
HONOLULU (UPI) - A retired
Air Force Captain left Hawaii for
the South Pacific Tuesday to search
for plane wreckage he believes will
solve the mystery of aviator Amelia
Earhart's disappearance almost 41
years ago.
Vincent Loomis, 57, of Orlando
Fla., believes he saw the wreckage
of Miss Earhart's plane in the
Marshall Islands while stationed
many years ago in the Pacific with
the Air Force and later with an
aerospace firm.
"I was there at the time, making
a tour of the islands when I ran
across an airplane," he said before
leaving for the island of Majuro in
the Marshalls.
"I didn't think much about what
I saw until I got back to the states
and started seeing articles. Then I
married what I saw to the
possibility the plane was Amelia

VOTE APRIL 'Ui!TH

Toni Co.de B<1mb<1r<1 e1nd Robert Creeley will be on he1nd e1t the Llter<1ry
conference

April seems to be the month of
the writer here at UNM. As well as
the ASUNM-GSA Poetry Series'
busy April activity (five readings in
a two-week period) the Rio Grande
Writers Association (RGWA) will
hold its annual meeting here during
the same two days (Aprill4 and 15)
that the Coordinating Council of
Literary Magazines (CCLM) will
hold its semi-annual conference.
Here is a breakdown of the events:

... ............

Shove the Ci reus- Out of the Senate!

Photo by Elco. DcrftnQn

Photo by Sandto. Swo.ns

... '"'.. ..

Public Hearings on rad-waste
disposal Wednesday, April 12,
Albuquerque Convention Center 15:30&7-10p.m.
Prof. Sir Edmund Leach, social
anthropology professor and
provost of King's College, Cambridge, will present a colloquim,
"Michaelangelo's
Genesis:
Structural Aspects of the Paintings
on the Sistine Chapel Ceiling," at
4:30 p.m. in Anthropology, room
170.

European Fashions

at
Discount Prices!

Aliens
Horslips
DJM-DJLPA-16

Albuquerque Dance Theater will
be presenting a short concert with
commentary at the SUB Ballroom
on Wednesday Aprill2, at 12:30.

2923 San Maleo Blvd. N.E. 883·1276
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Todo._y' s Specio.l

By MARK SMITH
Their name might turn you off-Their background might turn you off-)"L
f·~>
The fact that they seem to be extremely influenced by an established rock ""
giant, might also turn you off-~c.j
But don't turn off!
1-,r
rc>
10>
ll
;;_i)Q»~®a w®®ll'
The group is Horslips, and they are veterans from Ireland. Their new
lI
.
album entitled Aliens explodes on to the Amer.ican scene as one of the best
~)u~u:v®a ~~@ifu]
lt~l
works of the year.
In many cases their sound is that of early Jethro Tul!. Even Horslips )"'l
j;-cl
§QDL©@if QJ «~1i®M
flautist sounds as if Ian Anderson sat in on the sesion.
-.r
""'
The songs are all brilliant, from the haunting "Stowaway" to the hard
~a~@§
~@a~® c@r,~~'l
rocking story of Amerian lifestyle, ''A Lifetime to Pay."
;~
They never mellow out, "but show an ability to use heavy guitar sucYGU~!5 ~TI.£70
cessfully in slow paced numbers, as well as fiery rockers.
>~~
The most outstanding songs come back to back on the first side in the
form of "Speed The Plough," and "Sure The Boy Was Green." Both
)"J
songs show the Tull influence heavily, and are getting a fair amount of FM
4)
play.
·J
As for AM charts no single has yet been released, but like most FM
biggies, they probably won't appeal to the younger teens.
Horslips has been around for a long time with loads of good music, but
they will most likely be qualified as a big new group of the year.
../!,..,
,..}\....
• •\.
J-L·
.A
~J\....
.. · -,/\....
:..1\.1
.J\,..,
• .!"....
J\.~
JL
.f'>.._ ...J\.~
.,JL
::JI.-_,_ . .~h,
Best Cuts: "Speed the Plough,""Sure The Boy Was Green,'' "New .) J'iCJ£.-J.£.._
-!....,(
: -~-l -~~- ...2d_.~L~~.:......JcL,.:~Jd'~..l.-,L.:.J:~f•..,_.:..,.?.::.C...,__ ~~---JM~·~_:?d;_,-~d._:_-:!~;..,~..l:L
York Wakes," and "A Lifetime to Pay." A.

Luis Herrerafrom the Graduate
Library Institute for Spanishspeaking Americans will be in the
Ethnic Studies section of Zimmerman Library on Thursday,
April 13, to recruit for the '78-'79
academic year. Interested students
are invited to meet with him from 9
a.m. to 12 noon and 1 p.m. to 5
p.m.
Campus crusadefor Christ will
have their weekly leadership
training class on Thursday at 7 p.m.
in Mechanical Engineering Bldg.
room 102.
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Lower Level

l<'ine quality spring and
summer
clothinp;~sporty
pants suits, chic dtt!5SCS,
Jlrcnch jt!ans, scperales and
much tnorc.

'french tonne&tion,lnc.
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Male••• of Hand Mod•
Indian J•w•lry
OlDTOWN
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Look for Our·
Daily Specials
Upper Level
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Superstars Third
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Bettet As A Lonely Boy
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All This and Heaven Too
Andrew.Gold
Asylum6E-116
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By PETER RICKER
In the last episode· the "Lonely
Boy" was looking for a friend .and
guess· what; in episode two tlie
friend arrives and the thank you's
begin.
Well breaking the top 40 for the
second time around with "Thank
You For Being A Friend," Andrew
Gold seems to have located that
musical touch which it takes to
write those top 40 hits. In his latest
release he shows his musical versatility by playing a variety of
instruments from the timpani to the
guitar to the piano. I wf111der if his
next release will be a self produced
album like Stevie Wonder did with
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Talking Book.

AlbG Tonlte
Andrew Gold,

G

muslclnn's muslclnn

, SUNG LASS I:ID'OTS

Ray-Bans, Photo-Chrome,
Gradients, Mirrors, or Polorized.

Casey Optical Co. . .
(ru::tl door lu !'WH't)llt•:rall Dru,::

Lomas at Washington
255-6329

The play, The House of Bernarda
Alba will be presented at the
Immanuel Presbyterian Church,
I 14 Carlisle SE, tonight at 8 p.m ..
The play will be performed in
Spanish by the Pan American
Players. Tickets are $1.50 and will
be available at the door.
The April 8 performance of the
play at the University of New
Mexico had been sold out.

"Thank You for Being A
Friend" in my opinion is probably
one of the weakest cuts on the
album, but then again the air waves
have been known to play the worst
of an artist's repertoire. My two
favorite selections are "Looking
for My Love" and "Genevieve"

IT MIGHT HAVE BEEN
Yes!
The Best seat in the house-- A $15.00 ticket to The Wiz for only $2.46.
The same seat at the same price all next year for :

Blackstone's Amazing Magic Show "The World Of Illusion"
Neil Simon's Hit Comedy "California Suite"
The Great "Russian Festival Of Dance"
Dizzy Gillespie & His Quintet
The Sound Of Music - America's Favorite Musical Comedy.
The Atlanta SymphonY.- Robert Shaw Conducting

The National Folk Festival of Mexico
The jose Limon Dg,nce Company
Side By Side By Sondheim - and others

You Could Get $130.00 Worth of Tickets For Only

$32 IF:

Tonight at Sports S1adium

Lobos Play Dukes
By MARK SMITH
· L(')BO Sports Writer

ffiuldaul Finds Hetself

After a dismal weekend against
three
Arizona, in which they lost
games by a combined score of 3416; the New Mexico Lobo baseball
team will take a break fron:t the
Western Athletic Conference wars
to play an exhibition game with the
Albuquerque Dukes tonight at 7
p.m. at the Sports Stadium.
Lobo coach Vince Cappelli said
the
will be
for his young

all

Southern. Winds
Maria Muldaur
Warner Bros. BSK 3162
By JANE QUESNEL
People have been wondering about Maria Muldaur for a long time now.
Just when you begin to·think she's settled upon a certain style, she throws
you a curve. Multi, talented versatile songstress that she is, Muldaur seems
to have realized at last that her work has Jacked a focal point which she is
now ready to provide.
Southern Winds indicates Muldaur's intentions of "settling down."
With a little less folk and a little more of the intensity and drive of rock,
Muldaur sings a variety of song types while maintaining a basic style.
The ten cuts feature composers such as J.J. Cale, Leon Russell and
Terry McFadden, and Muldaur has been provided with nothing short of
the best when it comes to back-up musicians and arrangements.
Recommended cuts include "Cajun Moon," "Joyful Noise," the gospel
flavored "I Got a Man" and "That's the Way Love Is."

'

movies At The SUB
The independent film series
continues tonight with Stan
Brakage's The Weir Falcon Trifoiy
which includes The Weir Falcon
Saga, The Machine of Eden, and

The Animals of Eden and After.

The Sadest Words Of Tongue Or Pen-

which are soley played and.
produced by Andrew Gold.
If we are lucky the artist will
follow the Stevie Wonder model
and try and produce that self played
and produced album in episode
three.

Brakage writes of it: "it operates
via 'spots' from the sun's disks (of
the camera lens) through emulsion
grains and snow's flakes and the
circles of the sun and moon, etc.
These 'mis-takes' give birth to
'shape' amidst a weave of thought.
The 'dream' of Eden will speak for

The films
of

Sto.n
Bto.kho.ge

The Welt Fnlcon
s~gn

and
mnchlne of
Eden

itself."
Thursday's films will include
George Landow's What's Wrong
With This Picture. Two works by
Scott Bartlett will appear. First will
be Lovemaking, which won the San
Francisco International Erotic Film
Festival. The judges wrote "the
film most closely approximated our
idea of what an erotic film could be
- an imaginative, suggestive, artistic, non-clinical evocation of the
sexual act." The second will be
Medina, a film of Morocco of
which the N.Y. Times wrote "the
richest, boldest, most subtley
disciplines evoation of a place that I
have ever seen on film.
The last film will be Robert
Nelson's Confessions of a Black
Mother Succuba of which its maker
wrote "violence, sex, and TV
commercials arc recurrent themes,"
Film Quarterly wrote "I'd imagine
this would cause some kind of riot
in fact, if you showed it in Austin."
Friday's film will be Tramp,
Tramp, Tramp by Harry Langdon
and W.C. Fields The Fatal Glass of
Beer, reputed to be his best.
Saturday's film will be what is
very likely the greatest comedy ever
made, Buster Keaton's The

General.

also
The Anlmo.ls
Of Eden And
After

~

-

team. "It's good for the kids to · day you play bad the next day its a
play a team on the pro· level, whole new ball game. The three
because that's the dream of all of losses hurt in a short season like we
have,
but
there's
still
them- to play pro ball," he said.
time,
"Cappelli
said,
"If
the
kids
The game will be good practice to
warm UNM up for their upcoming play up to their ability we'll be back
series with college baseballs number in the race. It's another day and
one team the Arizona State another week, and anything can
happen in this game."
Sundevils.
Cappelli doesn't think the
Th~ pitching spelled the downfall ·
Arizona games had a negative fo~: the Lobos and Cappelli said he
affect on UNM for the weekend ''couldn't put his finger on why."
"Our pitchers had their worst
series.
"Easebal\'s a funny game, one performance of the year, they
couldn't hit the plate (the Lobos
·issues 22 walks 'in the seri~s).
They've played against some real
good teams this year and threw
well, but just didn't have it this
weekend," Cappelli added.
Cappelli said the teams attitude is
still good. ~·We're not dead yet,
we'll come back. My biggest
disappointment is that the kids
disappointed themselves. The first
game we jumped on one of the
nations top pitchers to knock him
out of the game, but then we went
flat."
The Lobos don't have their
starting pitcher chosen yet for
tonight's game as Cappelli might
use up to nine hurlers.
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Po.rlio.mento.ry
Studies Society
Endorses

LEONARD
GARCIA
fot
VIce· Presld.ent

of

A.S.U.N.m.
LIVE & IN CONCERT

po.id for by P.S.S.

Friday~AP'ill+,l978

LOSO photo by Phylll• m. Ku•hn•t

7<30 PM

ATOHo~FRE£

The Lobos take on the Albuquerque Dukes tonight
in preparation for UNM's road trip to Tempe, Ariz.
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1911 Sunshine Terrace

BLENDING UFE, LOVE & NEED
INTO A DYNAMIC PERFORMANCE!

Office of Research and Consumer Affairs

LOBO Polll978

Our office has just completed a survey requested by Senator Mimi Swanson concerning the
LOBO. Here are the results broken down into percentages on a sample questionair. Since
questions 6, 7, & 9 received so many different responses we have included only a sampling
of these answers. Any questions or comments should be directed to the Office of Research
and Consumer Affairs, 277-2336, Room 251, Student Union Building.
l. How often do you actua1ly read an entire article in the Lobo?
a, daily 4!].3% b. 2·3 times ll week 26.5% c. once .a week 16.4% d. once a month 5.5% c, never 0.5%
(cartomu,lellers, sports.rcorcs & ach do not coutlllls artie-If!.~)

.

2. What ~ection· of the Lobo interests you most?

This film contains some of the
most beautiful black and white
cinematography ever · recorded,
stars Keaton as the engineer of the
locomotive from which the film
draws its title, which Keaton
inadvertantly takes behind enemy
lines during the Civil War.

a. World News 15.8';'.., h. Editorials & Opinions 19,7% c. Arts 11,8% d. Sports 9.8% c. Loca1 News 11.9% f, Campus Activities 13.4% g. Advertisements 6.5% h. Cartoonsll,Oo/o i. Write In

w;ponse- ''Crossword Puzzle'' 0.5%

3. Which of the above areas would you like to see expanded?
a.l6.0% b.l6.6% c.12.5% d.8.4% l•.l3.3% f. 20.1% g.l.4% h.11.7<;;,

4. Do you think the Lobo has a responsibility to regularly report on the various chartered campus organizations meetings and activities
Yes 66.5% No 15.5% Undecided 18.0%

,.

5. Do you think the Lobo has an obligation to keep the students well informed concerning the projects a~d policies of these groups
specifically as they affect ASUNM Students?

'

a. New Me:tico ::ttnte Lcgt!>la{urc ....•••• , , , , , , •• , , . , , , .. ,
, . , . , . , . , , , .• , , .. , , , .. , ~,, •.••. ,.,,., •.•.. ,.,,, ...... ,,, •.. ,., .•.... ,,., Yes-80.4% No ll.OtJ"o Undecided 8.6%
h. Board of Educational Finance •..•..•... , . , .•••.• , ... , ••..• , •..••.••..........•... , ••••.•• , •.. , .••.. , .•• , , • , , , ••• , . , , . , • , •. , ••.•. , .•• Yes 85,4% No 6.3% Undecided 8.3%
~~~ ~oar1 of Regents .. · • .. • · · • · .. • ............. ,,................... . ........................................................... Yes 73.9% No 7.2% Undecided 18.9%
a_cu ty Senate · · • • · · • · · · • • · • • • • •. • •...•.......••.••.•..••...•..•..... • .. · .......... •., •..••. , •••. , •.••. , ....•. , ...••. , •• , •. , Ye:s 78.1% No 7.3% Undecided 14.6%
·
(' ~t~N~dn~nistration ..• , , •..•••••• , , ... , •..... , .. , , .•.•...•....••.•............•.. , ..•• , , . , .• , •.•.•.•• , ••..• ',. •., • •...• ,., ..•. ,. '' Yes 85.0% No 5.5% Undecided 9.5%
•
nate · • • • • · · · · · · · · · • • · · • • • • • • • .. • • •, • • • • .•.. • • • ',,.' .... • .. ' .. • · • • • • •......•..•. • .••••••.• , .. , ..•• , ........ , •... ,., ••. ,. Yes 85,2% No 5,4o/o Undecided 9.4%
g. Olher Groups · • • • • · • · · • • · · • · · · · • · · ••...••...... , ..••.•... , •••..•..••.•................•.........•..•. , .•.•.•.•.......•.......••. Yes 64.4 '7o No 8.3% Undecided 27.4%

d.'

1. You Return The ASUNM Budget To ·committee.

6. What is your opinion of the advertisements in the Lobo?
OK·78, Good·38, Too Many·l4, .Poor-8, Helpful for student nccds-7, Appreciate coupons and discounts-7, Necessary for revcnuc-6, Too rcpitilious-6, Take up too much !.l)aCC-5, Other CQinmcnts: "Some
ad~ art• rudc""Somc ads are sexist""Ncver read them" "Ban Schlitz ads""Vagilc and mislendinf:" "Ads are ugly'""Usclcss, raise dl...counts" "ClA ads are strange""lnteresting""MisiC'ading" "Ban Coors ads"
"Not enough ads" "Not enough discounts" "Primitive" "Need more movie und concert nd!i' "W(•JI.<.paced""~ecd mort• ad!; fronl places away from the campus area like Coronado Center" "Carrn.ro's ads arc
absurd'' "Ne\'cr overdone'" "Too much emphasis on Iood clmins'' "Need OOttcr layout"'
•

2. You express your support of Cultural Programs
by phoning the ASUNM office - 277-5528
and/or
3. Clip this ad, sign & mail to ASUNM/SUB.
I support the Cultural Progra1n
TODAY IS YOUR DAY TO VOTETHE MAGIC WORD IS "NO"
David Epstein, Chrm.
Cultural Programs

7. What do you think is the primary function of the Lobo?
'i

Wed. nt8:00
ntthe
Union (sub)
Thentre

To kec]l students _informed o( currenl events-88, Inform students aboLtt acth·itiPs on campus·H'- Entertninment-14, Report news and information that affects studrnt.!t·l3 1 PrartiN: for jourrmlism
sludcnts·ll, Provide a forum for student opinitltl.!t·8, Additional comnit•nts: ''Gi\·L• .. tudent.-; wnwthlng to rccad when bored" "No purpose" "Tu p.:l't .~tudents bored'' "Inform .~tudents- on controversial opinions"
"Pro\:ide a linN for catlittt•r boxt.os" "Report Lobo lntskt"thall in tk•pth" "Pn•wtlt a hit of l'\'erytflin~" "Mort• it1formation on c-ampus events and cJrj:tatli1.Htinm" "HC'port tlt'Vo-s ~bout AlbtHJUl'rqut•" "Hl'{Xlrl on
Nt'\\' ML•x:lco rwws" "Heport news of intc~ti.'~t tel sll!dC"nt.," "Prmuolt• UN~t athlt•tit'\" "St•rn• the• l'N~t l'Orritnlmity" "Rt•(1ort brit•fly on world nC\\" "'providl' information on !:!ducat ion" ''Unlf,· cnmpm func·
!ion'' "Spread the word"
.

llj

SUMMER RESIDENT
CAMP POSITIONS
AVAILABLE

8. Are you satisfied with the Lobo? Yes 52.1% No 31.9% Undecided 16.0%
9. What changes would you suggest be madE' in the Lobo?

i

fl.·tOrt' inftJrmutlonlm <'mnpu~ t'\'t'nts nnd or~anizatiun~·2l, Makt• thl' paper 11\0I'l' stttc.lent- orirntN.I-IH, Makr it bi,g~N;I.5, lmjlrove tile (]Uftllty of Wtiting-10, Mon• \o,.·orld news-10, More iuwsligalfvco, uncemorcd
reporUn~·6, Hi¢gl'r art ,r,t'C'lion-0, Dl•t\l'T pnlnfreudii!J! ~ml printing-0, IMll't t•tlihnp:-5, Morf' intl·r~ling urtkles·5, L<'ll Spmts·5, More c-artoons-4, More phntm-4, FCWC't ud<t-4. ~1nn• t•omprdwn.~ivc In·
r()trnatirm c;n 11tmlt•nt .f!o\-l'rnm(•ll.l·4, Otlwr <·ommt•ntll: "Bc•Uer t'(l'>WU~t· of girls .~porlf' "Daily TV lhtillg.\""Limlt size· of uds" "Bettf.•r in depth covt•ra.iw of stalt• and ~c-hmll bureaucrut·y" ":\fore ad di~cnurlh"
"Brltl¢ Olwk Adoht' 'Towt>rs ('Ilium n" "B('ltt•r t'fl\ NU.I1:t' or (;r('<"k!.y~tt'm" ''Cll•an up mis.leadin.f! ath'' "(:olor phutfl~" "Co\!'r unh.w'loitif's' rest>urch achh~\l'nH.•nt~·· "Di~tribut(• l.'ntll(•t" "Fir<' l~w editor'" ··u.,.~~ l'Un.
ned nt'\H" "Lc....~ dt•tKI i~Mw~" "Makt• it n ~rntldal.r,hN•t" ··~(rm• rmpiHt\l~ on has("hall, less on hmkelhall"" ·~tun• nt'\\~ .. "_.\fnr(' publiC" ii\lc-rt.·.~f items""M(Jr<" st•riou.<." "Mort• wmll('J1 issU(''>" "Nl•w c•artonnist" "1\t\
t•lmt•r altl'ntiml lt1 minnrHy i~!>tw~" "~u dtanJO;l'~" "Lt·<,~ mmk· r<'\"IC\\:.~" ":..ton• u>mpll'tC' article><;" "Mort• t"<liturhtl\" ··~fnn• \1Wkut inp11t" "More or~unizntion" ",\1or<" inforn"tath·t•" "Mntt• up tn dat<· m•w,···
":-.Jon• vt~~ll·ty''"Brttcr :o;port~ "nting"··~ton~ C'lllplut~l\tlfllll('i\1 m·,\~ .... ~fnt(lworld nf'W.\ t'dHnrhll.,""flt•th•r t•d!tnriah'''·'En('()Uttl_q(' inl)l!t from local JWnplto''"l'in• tlw art tditot" 'I ar~Pr ~tarl""Lp.,-., art
('()\ ('fl\~t· "J .0\\ t•r ad tn{L•<," "~·! !lr(' t•{hl('lll JOIIIlrirn tc•d ., .. ~ fmt• 1110\- it• u.. tinq... " .. Print ('\ ('r~ Ht lwr da~ .. "Su~!f,!{'\t "t•t•h•nd off c·nmpm Ut~tivlt y idt•a.\ .. "\\'idN ~('fi!J(' of !lf'\H ('OH'tn~t·"

I,,

•pm;itions open for male nnd £em ale counslors at
2 site:>:
Cedar 1-lill, Texas nnd Palestine, ·reus,

Thursdny:
Films by
G. Lnndow,
R. Nelson nnd
S. Bnrtlett
at

8:00

•Program cmphnsi~ on: Horseback riding, swim·
ming 1 cauocing, lipOrlS nnd gamcs 1 hack~
pat'klng And outdoor skills.
•openings also for:
.Program Dircctor,BusincssMgr•• Water
Safely fnsh'IJdor, Unit L.crtdcrs 1 Smull
Craft Inslruclor, Nilrsc, Hor.~cnunship
Dir., Tripping Coordinator.
•fur more inforruntion nml applications contact=

CAM:P FIRE GIRLS,
LONE STAR COUNCIL
5415 Mnplc ,\\l!tHIC, Suite 308
Dullns, Texas 752:15
or {':til 2H..fl!'\1Vl2.40

10. Do vou think the Lobo should:

A (;nllt illllt' tu m_•(•i\t• n'\ t'THH' Irnm hollt mh Nti<,.mf.! <llld . \~t:x~t ':' Y!~ 77 .2': Nu 11.!1': t•ndt<ddt·r\JO_fl',
H. Sh1rt m·!'ivhlg all of tlu•tr lutHhllJ! lrnm ASl'!'\\1 '\ t·~ ;ll ', ;-.;,, 70. 'S' i endC'tldc·d 2(i.l''

C. Tr} tu bt·etltiH' ~~·I[ ~.:fridt·lll n11d n·l~· ~oh m1 ndH·rthiu~ hlr llwir hmd.~ Yt~ 3B.W< !'111 ~::!.;)• i t·nde•l'itl!·d 1-\ !J•:

I

The Office of iiesemch and C'onsumer Affairs would like to express our thanks to all students tcho took the time to
respond to thi~~ survey.

...
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''

'''

z

. The _tJNM Budwei.ser Superstar team attended the Western Regional ~
Fmals m Tempe, Anz. over the weekend after winning the st&te cham- ::;::
pionship over New Mexico State and placed third behind the University of ~.
Idaho and the University of Arizona.
8
The UNM team was made up of Dave Gallagher, Ken Solomon, John t1
Eckert, Dave Ellison, Jerry· Torres, Donna Johnson Cathy Pavletich and ~
Trish Vigil.
'
r<
In the point standings, Idaho had 87, Arizona 57 UNM 47 the g.
0
University of Cal.-Riverside 39, and the University of Modtana 24. '
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EDITORIAL SERVICE AND writing assls~ance,

Kimiayo Dominates as Top UNM Hurdler

265-1164.
GET YOUR TYPEWRITER
-Discount Prices, 881.4213.

Kenyan Youth Joins Lobo Ranks
By RAY GLASS
LOBO Sports Writer
UNM's track delegation from
Kenya has increased from three to
four athletes with the addition of
world class hurdler Fatwell
Kirniayo,
.But unlike his countrymen who
are primarily middle distance
runners, Kimiayo is a specialist in
the 110-meter high and 400-meter
intermediate hurdles.
"Running hurdles is
'
I

COPIES
Overnight

he said. "It's different from sprint'
running, its more of a technicalrace. The training is more than
running; you must develop a
• technique,"
In fact, Kimiayo specializes so
w,ell that he earned ·indoor track
All-American honors and last
weekend captured the 400intermediate hurdle title at the
Texas Relays, all while in his first
semester at UNM.
Knowledgeable track fans woqld
not be surprised at the Rift Valley
native's success. He competed for
Kenya in international races and
won the 110-meter hurdle crown at
the 1974 British Commonwealth
Games in New Zealand.

3V2cea
· 4< samlf day
,~

NoMinimum

KINKO'S
2312 Cent. SE 268-8515

LIVE & IN CONCERT
Friday-ApriiH, 1978
7:30PM
ATO I louse FREE

1911 Sun.•hineTe"'ce

Despite
this
competition,
Kimiayo wasn't up to par in his frist
race as a Lobo at the WAC indoor
championships in February.
Running indoors for the first time,
he finished second in the 60 yard_
high hurdles. ·
"We have no indoor tracks in
Kenya. It is very difficult to
compete indoors and my first time,
at Pocatello, was really hard," he
said.
In spite of his prowess and
success in the hurdle events,
Kimiayo does not limit his efforts
to those two races.
This weekend when UNM hosts
Texas Tech, West Texas State and
New Mexico State, ;'he will run in
the 400-meter sprint and a relay
race along with the high hurdles.
"I can't run the hurdles all the
time," Kimiayo said. "I need the
speed work so I run the 400 or the
. 440 sprint."

Although the runners compete
aJJ
•
' ll
~~~~~~~~""~!I!!!I!!!I,,L_~~~~N~T~O~A~D~Y~N~AM~t~C~P~ER=F~O~RM~A~N~~~E~!
~~~
Or OVer
team pO!lltS, espeCia y
~
' at UNM with its strong reiiance on
its'runners, Kimiayo conceded that
in there is an individual. aspect
involved in track.
f

BLENDING LIFE, LOVE & NEED

"Of course runners seek individual glory. But a runner can't
run to break a world record .. You
can't say you're going to break a
record. There is no planning, you
just break it." ·
Kimiayo headed to UNM when
he met coach Bill Silverb~rg at the
1976 Montreal Olympics. He was
interested in attending Eastern New
Mexico
University,
where
.Silverberg coached. ·
But Kimiayo decided on UNM
after he learned Silverberg had
accepted a coaching job here. He
was supposed to come to UNM last
year but was delayed until this
semester.
Kimiayo has several trackassociated goals, among them
competing in the 1980 Olympics in
Moscow. He is, by his own admission and feats, the "best in the
100-meter hurdles in Kenya." And
he is among the best in the intermediate hurdles.
Before Moscow, however,
Kimi<tYO has his sights set on the
NCAA outdoor championships as a
Lobo and the All-African Games in
July and the Commonwealth
Games in August as a Kenyan.

If a two-year scholarship that leads to a job after graduation sounds good to you, here's your chance.
If you are a college sophomore, you can earn a scholarship worth up to $10,000. Naval ROTC pays full tuition
during your junior and senior years, books, fees, and living
expenses of $100 a month for ten months each year. To qualify, you must have above a C average (2..5' out of
4.0) or better. You must pass a Navy physical examination.
And it helps if your major is math, science or engineering.
The deadline for application is May 1, 197f:l Contact your
local Navy Recruiter or see the Professor of Naval Science
on your campus.

Sigma Chi Fraternity got six of
its members to throw darts, run an
obstacle course, race in a relay, race
in an innertube and compete in a
tug of war anq then win the super
teams competition last weekend.

all five events.
The next and final event on the
intramural schedule for this year is
the track meet, which will be held
Friday afternoon and Sunday
morning.

The members, John Wagner, Pat
Doyle, Tom Knauber·, Bill Bonney,
Tim Garcia and Jerry Wheeler, won

Preliminaries in all the dashes
(including hurdles) up to the 440 as
well as the finals in the softball

Coaches for the Wendy's
Basketball Classic have been announced by Jerry Chavez, Selection
Chairman for the Classic.
They are Leonard Roybal of
Santa Fe, Tom Hogg of Highland,
Hugh Dickson of Del Norte and
Andy Stoglin of Lakewood,
California.
The Wendy's Classic will take
place at Highland High School
April21 and 22.
The format for the Classic will be
a double header each night
featuring the best high school
basketball players from an eight

NAVY OFFICER INFORMATION TEAM
ALBUQUERQUE, NM
(505) 766·2335
.

In March, he was named the Prep
Basketball Coach of the Year for
the Southwest states of Arizona,
Colorado, New Mexico and Utah.
Dickson was recently named the
Albuquerque Prep Basketball
Coach of the Year. He guided his
Del Norte Knights to their best
season ever winning the District 2
AAAA title and finishing third in
the State AAAA Basketball

1.

PERSONALS

ONLY 12 MORE issues of the Daily LOBO, so get
your classified ads in today! Deadline is noon for the
next day's paper. Stop by Marron Hall, Room 105 to
place your ad!
04/28

FREE BOULDER WEEKEND: Tow my VW Van
LOBO phOto ~ W•ndell T. Hunt

Fatwe/1 Kimiayo: Daily
LOBO Player of the Week

collect.

5808.

04/13
&

SOLUTIONS.

Casey Optical Company. 255~8736

1fn

ACCURATE INFORMATION ABOUT contraception, sterilization, abortion. Right to Choose,

294-0171.

Tournament.
Hogg, the Dean of Albuquerque
Prep Coaches, once again placed
high in his district this year and
advanced to the State Basketball
Tournament, losing in the first
round to Del Norte. He was named
Albuquerque's Prep Basketball
Coach of the Year last year.
Stoglin, who played his prep
basketball in Phoenix and his
college ball at Texas Western (now
UTEP), is now headquartered in
Lakewood, California.
Local players selected for the
Wendy's
Classic
include
Albuquerque High's Steve Rogers
and Bobby Sweet, Highland's Joe
Bradley & Marshall Smith, Sandia's
Mark Johnson, West Mesa's Joe
Rae!, Eldorado's Ronan Rogers,
Valley's Mike Webster, Manzano's
Woody Drum & Del Norte's Victor
White.
Tickets for the classic may be
purchased at all Wendy's locations
and all Ticketmaster computerized
outlets.

04/28

HOW LONG CAN IT GO ON'?'!?7 Natural Sound

Records and Tapes swrewidc sale is now in its third
molllh··the longest sale in )he history of New Mexico.
All6.98 list LP's arl! 3.99, all 7.98 llst LP's are4.89.
Higher list LP'r and all tapes, 1.00 off regular price.
Natural Sound has a large stock of used records and
tapes which are guaranteed againM llefects, priced at
1.99 up •. Brlng down ~our unwanted records and

throw and shot-put event will be
held Friday afternoon beginning at
4p.m.
Sunday at 9 a.m. the other field
events will begin while the track
events are scheduled to start at II
a.m.
There is a mandatory participants meeting on Thursday at 4
p.m. in room 124 in Johnson Gym.

-*' "'!'EOI.Iii.A SUHRiSE-

*

HALr r~ie'E!

S:ECOI"!I'.S $1'ECi.A~:T~EP ~.SR

*

(01.11" "'"tista~e~ yo1.1r b<:lrsoin-10~)

VO~AA MAm'i/'ii~· '&Jy 1~e~1 rree

~ lo!E~P OVE~!

T'liiPP'.ERMi/'!i
XHMA'PP$·Redvcecl to ~lj.

NOW TWO LOCATIONS
Wyoming Mall
8c Our New Greenery
4501 4th St. N.W.

lT S Si'!iiMS
~I.EAMiMtl TiME
AT l"'EI!'~,AI'ft> WE'R~
1-iAViN~

tapes and trade for cash or nc'ol.!,music". Natural Sound
Records & Tapes, 119 Harvard SE, (across from
04/14
Hippo Ice Cream), anc.l80I9-A Menaul NE.

formation.
04/14
STEVE MYI!R, MARIO ORTIZ·· Vote the veterans
for ASUNM senate.
04/12
MAKE THE SENATE responsible to the students!
Vote NO on ALI. ASUNM budget allocations! 04/12

VOTE FOR ANYBODY but Dunphy!
04112
SCHOLARSHIPS AVAILABLE; TWO year
scholar"ihip!> available for your junior and .senior year
of college. Pays tuition, fees, and books plus
$100/month. Must haven 2.5 GPA and two semester.~
calculus plus one semester physics. Contact Mike
Hodges at 766-2335 for run details.
04114
•lEVF.R EAT A broccoli piua'?., THE WAGER
starl5Apri121.
04/12
M.S.: UNFORTUNATELY FOR you all, the plans
aretobechangcd! R.C.
04/12
MAKE YOUR VOTE COUNT! Vote for Mimi
~\\aii~Un ASUNM Pt~.!olderll, Pu~itiun 3 tut.IJ}! )J/b
tch.
04112
TCH ... TENACITY ... CAPABILITY ... Honest)' ..Tad Howington for Vice President... " A leader ror a
change.'' Pd forbyHowiJ1gton for V-P.
04112
VOlE ERIC: LUCERO for senate. Someone v.ho
Cllt\'~.
•
04/12

EVERY TMV~SPAY Ni~tiT' i/'i
Ai!'~il.. ~AVE 6iG OM P~iN~

~T'SCiAI.~! ~REE

WiTH EVE~}'
tiliiNK: MUSiG OJ!!'T'fo!E f'I.ANET.S
l.iVIi ON STAGE - THU~St'AY
Hi~HTS OMh.Y

4200Central S.E.
255~2

((

ROOMMATE NEEDED TO share 2-bdrm apartment 5·minutes from UNM, $95/month plus Vz
phone. Laundry. Move in May I st. Call4:00·6:00 pm
weekday!i 265·0781.
04/17

ROOMMATE NEEDEO: LARGE NE house.
Fireplace, nice neighborhood, $163. Prefer non~
smoker. Must like animals, 293-3296 early AM or late

"
II,,

04/14

i

04/12

cassettes! UD: $3.25. UDXL: $4, Minimum 6.

Firefly, 256-1495.

FIND YOURSELF In the Peace Corps. Ortega 233,
ss

FOUND: LEVI JACKET, near Art Dept. Office.
Identify and claim in Art Dept, Rm. 204.
04/12

lor;! from Zimmerman during Spring break, 281-5817.

04/12

BLACK tEATHER WAtLET taken rrom black
pur.~~ at Tnco Villa, Please! Return co mailing address
or leave at Marron Hall Rm. I05. No questions
asked!
04/14
LOST: TIGER·STRIPED and white prcgnanl cat
ncar Sa111a Clara aud Girard. 277-5835 or 266-5185.

04/13

LOST; BLACK CARD case with UNM I D's, military
!D's, and other miscellaneous cards. Need
desperately. No questions asked. Jane Quesnel, 243-

04/21

SERVICES

I.SAT·MCAT REVIEW COURSES, Prepare Now.
Call PENM 842-5200.
tfn
'QA TYPING SERVICE. A complete typing and
-ctlilorial system. Technical, general, legal, medical,
~ .. holastic. Chaw; & tables • .345-2125.
04129

KINKO'S TYPING SERVICE (IBM selectric) and
now J-minute Passport Photos. No appointment.
268·8515.
tfn

tfn

ACCURATE TYPING BY professional, 242·2266.

04/21
TYPING EXPERIENCED. MANUSCRIPTS.
appraisals, bulletins, engineering, legal, medical. Call
SUMMER STORAGE FOR your goods. Bring this
ad for special S9.38 per month 5 X 7 unit. 242-1100,
U-Stor-It Corp.
04/25

current undergraduate pre-medl·
cal students may now compete for
several hundred Air Force scholarships. These scholarships are to be
awarded to students accepted Into
medical schools as freshmen or at
the beginning of their sophomore
year. The scholarship provides for
tuition, books, lab fees and equip·
ment, plus a $400 monthly allowance. Investigate this financial alter·
native to the high cost of medical
education.
Contact:

or call (303) 837·4525
Deadline for application is

April18, 1978.

I

04/17

YAMAHA CR·IOOO, Bose 901 series Ill speakers plus
equalizer, and AKAI 6300 10 inch reel to reel tapt:
deck for just $1000. Contact Brian at 265-8478 and
leave message.
lfn
1962 PONTIAC STARCHIEF~-clcan, dependable
transponation--242·9566.
04/14
1973 VW BUG. Excellenl mechanical condition.
Metallic blue. 294·4576.
04/14
1964 VOLKSWAGEN. Good transportation. $400,

277-4795.

04/14

VIEW CAMERAS: GRAPHIC View l, spring back,
$100. Graphic View 1 in carry case, excellent
throughout, recessed lens board, GraOoc back, in·
structions, $165. Saturn 75, with case, 4 X 5 back,
will take 5 X 7 back, $175. Symmar 150mm con·
venablc lens, $150 and $175. Nikonos underwater
camera by Nikon, $150. 50mm wide angle lens for
RB67, like new, $350. Several tripoCU£, enlargers,
timers, etc. We take trades and buy for cash. Wilson
Camera., 3107 Central NE.
04/13
1971 RENAULT 16. Runs good. aircond., AM, FM,
radio, autom. Call 265·9650, Peter.
04/20
MEN'S 10-SPEED PEUGEOT. Excellent condition.
White frame. $115. MUST sell. Call 243-4123
evenings.
04/18
•n DATSUN FASTBACK. Top condition. New
tires, baucry, clutch. $1250 or best offer. Must sell.
Ca11881-6852afterSpm,
04/18
LOW PRICES ON BICYCLE parts and accessories,
Expert bicycle repair at reasonable prices.
Albuquerque Bike Co-op, 106 Girard SE, Room 117,

265-5170.
04/18
HANG GLIDER, CIRRUS 3, 140 bag, applied

leading edges, inverted struts, excellent condition.
836·0134 after 5:30 or weekends.
04/12

PIONEER CS 99A SPEAKERS, like new. $220/pr.

255·2274, 294-3416.
'74 TR-6 $3500. "43-4601.

04/13
04/17

BLUE 1970 MAZDA wagon. 4 cyl., 4Mspced, mag.
rimsj side pipes, stereo. Looks and runs sharp. Must
04/17
sell, $750. Call898·3804 evenings.
BSA THUNDERBOLT, 650 cc., all chrome, new
front end; good tires, brakes. Runs great. Asking

$600.255·2921.

04/14

Bird of
Paradise
~

BIRD OF PARADISE
2:}
DISCOUNT LIQUORS NIGHT

Friday, April 14, 1978- 7:30 P.M.
Albuquerque Sports Stadium

MSgt. Larry L. Wilke
PO Box20067
Denver, Colo. 60220

2268-C Wyoming N.E. /4501 4th N.W. (505) 294-3072
lOot. Di~-:-0ul')t To UNM Studel"lts With ID

04/14

Pre-Medical Students

Dukes vs. Tucson
h
¥-\o

7.

TRAVEL

ADMIT ONE FREE
254 BEER NITE

{;r

GENERAL ADMISSION

-----------------------COUPON COUPON COUPON COUPON
Old Milwaukee Beer
just case

S4.99
COUPON COUPON COUPON COUPON

at

--------Freetickets
bothlocations ______ _
5211 Gibson SE & Eubank & Montgomery

.

z

~
MISCELLANEOUS 3::

8.

~
;::;·

CUSTOM DESIGNED ENGAGEMENT and

0
t;)

Wedding ring.;, jewelry for all occasions. 344·6470 ~.
after 6 pm. Gary Abeyta.
04/24 ~
SOLAR POWER PI~ODUC'TS for home or busine<;~. ~
Call Mark at ALPHA Sy~tems, 255-3:167, TODAY.

04120

S!NQER FUTURA Top-of-the-line. Slightly used but
still under warranty. Push butt•)TI bobbin.wlndcr,
blind hems, has hundreds of tnnc;- •Hitches. Rcgul~rly
$800,now$150cash.296·5115.
04/1~

g.0
>
't:J
2;
_
N

t.yeglasses or Contact lA'nses
One <lay· service, quality and
style' at reasonable cost

Casey Optical Co·.
/.\;I':Jl ch.J.ur IIJ'Casry

HAYA'r SHALOM

H~:wiJIJrug)

Recorded Message
Phone 296·8568

Lomas at Washington
255-

SJiove the Cl reus- Out of the Senate!
VOTE 'APRIL ~uzTtt
PHIL D, HERNANDEZ. "'14
{INCUMBENT!

ERIC L. Ll>CEAQ41122
(INCUMBENT)

DAVID C, EPSTEIN •2

JEFF PIPER *6

KATI-LEEN KELLER •B
CHUCK GAINES ,.18

ElRICK .JOHNSON 1113

HUSSELL
SOMMERS..,25

STUDENT ALLIANCE fORASUNM

SAVE MONEY! 10 Sf'lecd tunc-up: S9.50 plus parts .
Pcrsonai st:rvicc, expert repairs, low priceo;, Tire and
tube sale in progress lhru 22Aprit. Richmond Bicycle
Supply, 102 Richmond NE, 266·1611. Kevin. 04/14

THE UNM BALLROOM Dance Club is sponsoring a
Spring Formal Aprl114, 1978--8~11 pm. Featuring the
mu~ic of the Pour Keys and exhibitions by members
of the Ballrootn Club. S 1.50 for members. $3.00 (or
non·mcmber.s. In the UNM Main Ballroom. There
will be door prizes ami refreshments served.
04/14
UNM BOOKS'tORE SALE now in progress. 04/14

04114

SENATE

alarms-~complete

OUTSTANDING PRICES ON Maxcll C-90 blank

LOST & FOUND

CLASSICAL dUlTAR lESSONS Segovia mcthud.
Beginners welcome. Ncar UNM. 266·9291.
04/14

~

FORSALE

BRAND NEW! I! SMOKE and fire

ROTOTILUNG BY APPOINTMENT. Group ratco:
04/12 available.
Call Tim, 268-6510.
04128
HYPERBARIC CHAMBER TOUR!! Scuba Club TYPING .. CALL266-0142.
04114
members if you plan on going, place name in me.~sagc

•i
.,

6830,

PHIL ABNEY ""B·

home fire protection system. Valued at $360, asking
$190. Life-time guarantee. For more details, ca11883tfn
8644 evenings from 7 to 9:00pm and weekends.
PEUGEOT BICYCLES SALES, service, accessories,
JJ Moped, 3222 Central SE, 268-3949.
04/14

266-4710.

pcrmanent 1 part-time, $3.00 hr. Hours afternoons &
Saturdays. Must pass sccretaria,l test. Call 268-5588
for appoinlmcnt.
04/18

TOM FISHER 11124

VOTE MARIO ORTIZ for Responsive Government.

envelope, Scuba Office bcforc.4/14178.
04/12
STUDY IN ECUADOR, UNM's Andean Center,
application deadline April 17. Contact Ortega 229,
277·2ti36.
,04/14
MARY SCH\VERING··LETS forget :~.bout summer
school ami ny to England. Shall we meet at Piccadilly
Circus or would you prcfcl' Soho1 Freddie Laker, Jr.

keeping
04125

HELP WANTED: EXPERIENCED Secretary,

share spacious NW Valley home, $125. 898-4321
evenings.
04/17

REPAIR YOUR BICYCLE with our tools and
stand.s. Instruction available. Albuquerque Bike Coop, 106 Girard SE, Room II 7, 265-5170.
04/18
SOAK UP SUDSal Ned's tonite. Every Wednesday is
special drink nile,
04/12

TYPING IST QUALITY. 883-7787.

04/25

RESPONSIBLE PERSON FOR relief manager U-

SHERYL PALONI .. 23

5.

3.

OUR CHARTERS MAKE cents. lntcrcontlnental "tt
Travel Centre, 107 Girard SE. 265-9860.
041!4 ~
BRITRAIL PASSES, EURAIL passes 1 and -.
European summer event schedule~ available at Intercontinental Travel Centre, 107 Girard SE. 255-

NEED MONEY? WE need you. 15 Jus. per week .

PM.
04YI7
MALE, NON-SMOKER, VEGETARIAN, wanted to

90 PER CENT OF UNM STUDENTS won't vote
today. They don't give a damn--Vote COALITION,
they do,
04/12

2368.

04/28

04/12

04/13

277-5907.

B<rkely, Ca. 94704.

Stor·lt Corp. Weekend.~ plus. Rccora
required. For nppointment call266-8580.

04/14·

40's or 50's, Beginning class, Thurs. 8-10 pm. 265-

2.

S. America, Australia, Asia, etc. All fields, $500·
$1200 monthly, expenses paid, sightseeing, Free
information--Write: BHP Co., Box 4400, Dept. NB,

SUMMER TERM: CANTERBURY Co-op, small co-

GENERAL CINEMA CORP. discount movie tickets
now available, SUB Box Office. $Z.~O.
tfn , FOUND: POCKET CALCULATOR IN UNM Kiva
GAYS/LESBIANS: WEAR blue-jeans on April 14 classroom, two weeks ago. Identify, 277-4034. 04/12
REWARD! I SMALL, BLACK, pregnant('?) Terrier,
ami demonstrate gay pride. Call 268-9240 for in-

Now Available:
Baskets From Mexico
On Sale: False Aralias
Asparagus 8c Bird's Nest Ferns

A Sf'l'iil"f() C:.I.EARAI"'C:.Ii SAJ.t

LADY, HAVE YOU said HHi" to the roses'? They
miss you very much and so do I. Love, Mike. 04/18

EMPLOYMENT

3.50/hr. Call294-2064.

STUDENTS: GOING HOME for the summer? Want
to keep your house? I need one from late May to late
August. 877-0277.
04/14
ROOMMATE WANTED. $108 per month. Call
Bruce at. 298-7566 or 294-4363 for info,
04/18
BIKE TO CLASS. Fully carpeted 2-bdnn. Kids, pets,
$115. Cal\262-1751, Valley Rentals, $30 fee.
04/14
BUY WITH RENT4·bdrm house. Fenced, kids, pcJs,
04/14
$150. Callt262·175 I, Valley Rentals, $30 fee.
3-BLKS TO UNM. Finally furnished 1-bdrm. $25
utilities paid, Call262·175.1, Valley Rentals, $30 fee.

04/12

6.

FEMALE, NON·SMOKER, WANTED to sltare 2bdrm, 2-bath, N. Valley home with sunroom, den,

Ash NE, 243·2881.

STUDENTS FOR RESPONSIVE Government
endorse the following candidates: 1.) Phil Abney 2.)
Phillip DePriest 3.) Ann Kelly 4.) Jeff Keil 5.) Karen
Alarid 6.) Eirik Johnson 7.) Phil Hernandez. 8.)
Suzanne Cully 9.) Eric Lucero 10.) Walt Locke 11.)
Valerie Ervin 12.) Steve Thompson 13.) Mario Ortiz.

PIONEER SX535 RECEIVER, like new $75,00. 8836052.
04/12

OVERSEAS JOBS--SUMMER/Year-round. Europe,

ed residence, single room, kitchen privileges, near
campus, $200,()9,
04/14
AVAILABLE APRIL 15th. furnished one bt:droom
ctuplex apartment with fireplacej block from campus~
$\60 with deposit. 293-5602,
04/14
WHAT IS A COLLEGE INN? Good food, Car~
peted, air conditioning, Apartment style living. 303

SQUARE DANCE PARTNER NEEDED. Man in

CONTACTS??? POLISHING

'I'
I!

SP~GiAI.~

HOUSING

14 X 6~ Town and Country mobile home, 2 bedroom,
13/4 baths, fully carpeted, 898-7171.
04/13

from Truth or Consequences to Boulder and l will
pay your round·trip expenses and provide you with
housing, meals, and hospitality. Call (303) 494-!i360

Vote Wah Locke for ASUNM Senator.

,

04128

04/14

WE DESERVE A VOICE in student government.

Wf.~K'S

now al

FOR SALE OR RENT immediate occtlpancy, 1974

Classified
Advertising is
located in Marron Hall, Rm~ 105.
Open 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.,
Monday through Friday.
Rates are: to run an ad 4 days or
less costs 15 cents a word pe~
day; an ad placed 5 days or
more consecutively costs 9
cents a word per day.
NOON is the deadline to place
an ad in next day.

D.O.C. {DISABLED ON CAMPUS) endorses Ann
Dunphy for ASUNM Prcsidcnr.
04/12

THiS

repaired

[,p. $140.344-6207.

Coaches Picked For Classic
state area.
Each coach will be in command
of ten players, many of whom are
High School All-Americans. The
entire group of 40 prepsters will be
divided equally among the four
coaches, thereby assuring each
coach of inside strength and plenty
of outside fire power.
Roybal, who led his Santa Fe
High School Demons to the State
AAAA Championship, was named
the State AAAA Basketball Coach
of the Year at the conclusion of this
year's State Basketball Tournament.

4.

Classlfleda

Sigma Chi Captures Title

THE SCHOLARSHIP ·
THAT PAYS YOUR WAY
. INTO A CAREER.

04/25

Peace CorpsNista
"Do It Now!
Sign Up Now For Interview
Seniors/Grads
2nd Floor Mesa Vista Hall
Reps On Campus Wed-Thur
·
April 19·20

TDDAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1 Cause to
halt
5 Narrow
channels
9 Former German state
14 Not false
15 u s
1
· · cour
ace
1 6 Soap plant
17 Cereal
grass
18 Fleece:
Slang
19 Arrives
•
20 T
oupee s
relative
21 Squanderer
23 Bent over
25 Observed,
26 Falsify
27 "Gil----":
LeSage
novel
29 Possessive
word
32 Initiate
35 Poker holdIng
36 Hurting
37 Magnetic
metal
38Animal
shelters
39 Drug
amount
40 Slate
41 Cupola
42 Mexican

coins
43 QB's target
44 Revolve
45 Blind as a

46 Extra

W
~eat cut ....
52 Goevous

UNITED Feature Syndicate
Tuesday's Puzzle Solved:
T H E M [A G H A S
H0 B0
N0 I S E
I N B AOTASTE
N E S T E'R
T 0 P
A I G 0• R
l

trouble
56 Exist
57 Finnish

PIA IS

58 Rpooesmy s
59 Goddess of
discord
60 Throw out
61 "Bus Stop"
author
62 Milk: Prefix
6 3 Letters
64 Gas for
lighting
65 Guy line

E AG

S

MAR

•s L ol r
T E N E
RACE

AVE A

I E

FINALE

s
l ·I E G E

S ENS

s~

E
REED!

STUFFS
RAT
l A_lS
T A M E R
SLAB
PEP
NAC~A E 0
CURL
ETH~ANfROME
A B L E
A R E T E
AM I R
8 E y s
R A R E A
M A T s.

11 Canada and
2 words
Australia.
35 Inferior
once
36 Fats
12 Hebrew
38 Merciless
month
42 Pang
13 Insect col44 Sells on
DOWN
ony
credit
21 Breadth
45 Smashed
22 Russian
1 Puts away
47 Fleshy
leaders:
neatly
48 Gambling
Var.
2 Characteristic
game
3 Expenditures 24 Think
49 Jeweler's
4 Foot like part 27 Wand
unit
28 Willing:
5 Expressed
50 Heath
Archaic
genus
surprise
30 Duo plus
51 Touchy
6 Popped the
one
52 Canada
question
birch, e.g.
31 Becomes
7 Lean
fixed
53 Floor cover8 Forward
32 Snack
9 Lives by
ings
54 Neat as---33 Where
oneself
55 Snag
Belfast is
10 Love, in
·ltalra
34 El Dorados: 59 Some·RRs

Spurs Restating
..

Mimi Swanson
;,

ASU N M President
Position No. 3

,,

By RACHEL DIXON
LOBO Staff Writer
To prevent students from leaving
campus early, the final exam
schedule has been designed to move
prime time class examinations
toward the end of the week, officials of the registration center
said.
Laura Grissom, schedule and
catalog editor, said the new
rotational schedule, first used for
the Fali 1977 semester, was
requested by the Council of Deans
whch complained that students
were abusing the schedule. '
Abuses of the exam schedule
include: arranging classes to get the
earliest exams, arranging to have
exams given during closed week or
the last day of classes and leaving
campus early, said Nathaniel

Wollman, dean of the College of
Arts and Sciences.
Although several officials said
Jhat the new schedule was set up to
prevent the students from leaving
the campus early, Wollma,n denied
that wa,s the reason.
"There are certain times when
both fa,culty and students like to
have final exams and don't like to
have final exams. This schedule is
to try and distribute the good and
bad times equally. The Deans
Council said the previous schedule
didn't work beca.use the prime-time
exams were telescoped to the front
of the week," he said.
Examples of prime-time classes
whose finals have been moved
t~ward the end of the week include:
Monday, Wednesday, and Friday
classes at 9 a.m., 10 a.m., 11 a.m.

and classes on Tuesday and
Thursday 11 a.m.
Robert Weaver, dean of ad~
missions and records, said the new
exam schedule is causing more
problems than the previous
schedule for everyone concerned.
"In a sense, the new exam
schedule is one step forward and
two steps backward. Change is
generally good but there are
examples where it isn't worth the
price you pay," he said.
Weaver said the previous exam
schedule, which tended to schedule
prin1e-time class exams to the
beginning of the week, caused
minimal problems.
"The exam schedules in the past
had individual problems but they
could be worked out. They were
non-controversial. But this new

New Mexico

DAILY
Thu~sday,

schedule creates more problems for
us in the collection of gra,des on
time. It's thought there are more
important considerations," he said,
The "more important considerations" are on halting the
abLises of the exam schedule, he
said.
Weaver said that ideally the final
exams should be focused on testing
knowledge and not on scheduling
exams to keep students on campus.
However, "I am against abuses in
the use of the final exam," he said.
Abuses are not being prevented,
however, by the new final exam
schedule. One professor, who asked
not to be identified, said he was
planning to give his exam during
closed week despite rules to the
contrary.
"I'll give the exam to my

.

.

••

students when they are ready for it.
They'll do a better job on it then. r
don't see why the final exam
schedule has to be dragged out.
Onfy the professor knows how to
run his class,'' he said.
Another professor said he will
also hold his exam during closed
week because the exam was
scheduled late in the week. The
professor has asked students not to
talk about it outside of class
because scheduling the exam early
is against regulations.
.
Weaver said, ''I think the new
exam schedule is part of an increasing concern about the nature
of the academic elements that make
this university. Maybe it is a phase
we're going through. I see it as a
midpoint in a cycle that has some
ill-effects.''

Those who entered the
photo contest and who wish
io keep their prints should
come by the LOBO office
sometime this week to pick
'm up.

April 13,1978

Leonard Ga,rcia
ASUNM Vice President
Position No. 5

Swanson, Garcia Victors
By D. M. FLYNN
LOBO News Editor

Paid For By:
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For the first time in more than
three decades the pr'esident of thl'
UNM · student body is a woman.
Mimi Swanson defeated Ann
Dunphy and Robert Roibal
Wednesday in a light turnout
election to become the ASUNM
president.
With I ,634 students voting,
Swanson garnered 698, Dunphy 586
and Roibal201.
Leonard Garcia beat out a field
of four other candidates to win the
vice presidency with 4 I I votes. Tad
Howington drummed up 330 vote,,
Ricardo Zuniga 323, R.J. Lni11o
171 and Rudy Miera 143.
The big surprise to the elcctio'ls
commission during the vote t.l!'y
wa5 tbe fact that the 1978-79 bud,1 ~~
was defeated. According
,)
ASUNM law, three-fourths ol ilc'
budget items must be appro\ c· 11
order to pass the whole budget.
The students voted down 2 · .,.
the 29 organizations on the \Ja,[,.,,
Tho;e organizations that wen
appproved were the LOBO, Ag,)JU.
KUNM-FM and Child Care < o
op. The new senate will have to
draw up another budget to be
submitted to the students for ar.·proval.
As of last night, there were abo
twelve new senators added, two or
whom will serve half year terms.
Phil Abney and David Ep;tcin
tallied the highest number of voll"
with 747.
The other eight new senator'
serving full terms are Phil Her.
nandez (731 ), Ann Kelly (621 ), Erk
Lucero (585), Mario Ortiz (56Hl.
Karen Alarid (547), Sheryl Paloni
(538}, Russel Sommers (537), and
Jeff Piper.
Valerie Ervin (526) and Ton•
Fisher (521) were elected to sene
hal f·year terms.
Other candidates and their vote·
to tab are: Marc Gordon ( t 99),
Bobby Halton (339), Kathy Keller
(46 I), Phillip De Priest (411),
.lt•l'l'rcy Keil (447), Eirik John~on
(423), Steve Meyer (242), Suzanne
Cully (468), Charles Gaines (454),
Paul Holusha (454), Daniel Gibson
(I 67),. Steve Thompson (398), and
Walter Locke (290).
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Lame-duck President Tom Williams
congratulates President-elect Mimi Swanson

Ne~

je • .... e.:· e .... _~~

New vice-president Leonard Garcia is greeted
by well-wishers

Plan Citywide Education Program

Activists Promote Safe Bicycling
Albuquerque," and to "coordinate the activities of local groups working
to
promote bicycling in the Albuquerque area."
By BILL ROBERTSON
As part of its educational facet, the group is currently working with
LOBO Staff Writer
children at Monte Vista Elementary School.
"We're giving the kids short lessons in bike repair and safe riding
For Albuquerque bicyclists who have long felt alone and helpless in the
techniques,"
said Kovitz, ''in addition to showing movies about bicycling.
face of unfeeling motorists and maniacal bus drivers, there is now a voice.
The "Albuquerque Tikydists for Alternative Transportation," an We're also taking the kids on short rides, to help them •·: ,,:lice some of the
activist group dedicated to making the city a more pleasant place for things they've learned."
The bkyde gmup b .:onfid-: · ~''•It, as a result of it- pilot project at
hicydists, is an offsholll ,,f !ht• Bike Co-op. 17irst organized in January,
\ll1nte
Vista, a dt)\liclc prL's: .m; ·.''' hike educatk1n \\ill begin in
"it's just now picking up st1Ct'd," 'aiel :O.larshall Kovitz, manager of the ~o
-\lbuqucrque's put>lk ''h''''h.
op.
:\ second facet l'r tht• gr,,up. the mcJi.1 .:omrmttec, t> busy preparing
At a January meeting or the l \1·<'1'· Lui :-. hu k. <l l''<\1 gradu<lt~ 'tudent
"publk service <llltwun,·cmcnt" radio 'P''" to alert the c<Jmmunity abc'Ut
in an::hitccture, presented his plan' fc>r ,11\ ,t,·til i't gtl'lll' "I'' m.tke the dt!
the !lC\1 ,,g,mintiL,n."1'hl: purpc,,c
tht.' media group." said Kc'\lt,•. ''ts
;al'cr for bicyclists." As a school Ph' .I<'~!. \\.uk 1' .:mtcatl! \\c>rking ,,n
ll' cdu.:.ltc tlwpul•it.: .!hc'lli the rights and responsibilities ofbk;ding.''
plans for a bike route in the Winrock·l \11 ,,1\,llh' ,H,\L
A tlnrd subgrc'liJ', the funding and resources group,in t:l'l'idinating
The purposes of the Albuquerque Bi.·ldt'b f,,t '\ltt•rti.ttilc Tnmeff,,rt' LL' g•llh<'l !un,h tc' runt he ,,rgani;mion. "They're also beginning tc>
spl\rtation, in addition to making Albuqm'l<\ll<' ,1 v····t c't\\ itL11lntcnt ror
gt'l in tL1Udt \ll!h ''thcr t>tc:.de •h:ti\ist groups around the Cl'Untry." KLwitl
bicyclists, are to "take a major informatiol\<tl .mll e,lu~.lttc>nal n>le in
matters relating to bicycling and altcrnatr\C tr.tll,J'<1t,ll•ltll'rt in '"ill.
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